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Odefey, Jeffrey, M.A.. 1995 English Literature
The Deepest Place We Have: Bioregionalism. Narrative, and Postmodernism in Western 
Environmental Literature. (73 pp)
Director William W. Bevis y j
At the same time that we value the aesthetic beauty of mountains, plains, and deserts, 
our modem society largely continues to regard the American west as the site of 
convertible natural resources. Recently, the traditional resources of land, minerals, 
timber and water have given way to an increasing emphasis on wilderness or pristine 
landscapes as genuinely marketable resources. T hou^ perhaps less destructive than 
other forms of economic exploitation, this shift reveals that the entrenched habit of 
considering nature as resource is ultimately unaffected by rising environmental 
consciousness.
In part, this is true because of the language that environmental writing and advocacy 
uses in its portrayal of nature. This language too often reflects the empiricizing and 
totalizing progressivism of modem capital, an epistemology which is founded in the 
Enlightenment’s concretization of Rationalist thought. This paper seeks to expose the 
epistemological shortcomings presented by contemporary environmentalism in its 
unwitting repetition of those values which it seeks to overthrow. Using examples from 
recent literature, 1 discuss fnoblems relating to an insistence on subjec^object 
dichotomies, continued projection of essentialist values, and logocentric domination.
This paper seeks to examine the relationship between contemporary postmodern critical 
theory and attempts to fashion an ecological critique of capitalism’s detrimental effect on 
the environment. This critical approach emphasizes narrative epistemologies which 
introduce competing narratives from multiple human and non-human communities into 
the process of landscape construction. It relies on readings of Barry Lopez, John McPhee 
and Jamçs Galvin to support a discussion of the role which current western environmental 
writing plays in this cultural debate. 68 references.
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They call it regicxial, this relevance— 
the deepest place we have: in this pool fcxms 
the model of our land, a Icmely one, 
responsive to the wind. Everything we own 
has brought us here: from here we speak.
William Stafford
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Introduction
The closing of its first fully “American” century has come hard to the regicm we know as 
“The West”. In raised voices Md dramatic actions, the residents of this region, indeed of 
this nation, are increasingly struggling with changing perceptions of western traditions and 
landsc^)es. Cdorful legends of the CXd West continue to support otn contemporary 
western society fay limiting the value of most things that pre-date the arrived of white 
emigrants to this regicm. fkw ev*. the hubris that has accompanied the hardy jnoneer and 
the frcmtier qârit into ow country's mythic foundaticms has consistently faced Ae challenge 
dissenting voices. Recently the retrospective oitiques of Patricia Nelson Limeridc and 
othMS have again subjected N^nifest Destiny, our naticmal rite of passage, to an analyas in 
tenns of concpiest, the sufajugaticm not cmly of the indigenous pc^ations, k it also of the 
land, and in some sense, ultimately ourselves.
Setting aside the colw of legend, we resdize that the western life^ le  is heavily depmdent 
upon subduing or combating the siuroundtng landsctqm in order to doive evoi more 
commwdal good from its resources. While we westerners frequently locdc cm the western 
environment as bedding great aesthetic or spiritual value, our aesthetic and our spirit are 
more realistically confined by our projection of commcxlity value upon the landscfqm. 
Traditionally, the prized industries in this region have revolved around turning grass, trees, 
water, and minoals into exportake items cd̂  mcmetaiy prcdiL IiK îeasingly, this ccmuncxiity 
value has come to include the non-extractive value cd* restored or “pristine” wilderness.
The most recent material which we wish to sell are the lifestyles and aesthetic appeal of our 
western vistas. And yet, despite frequent protestations to the ccmtrary, our culture has
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largdy removed us frcwn intimacy with a supporting landscape, fostering instead a system 
whereby the environment has become an external Other, a potentially prcAtaNe resource or 
object which we (tften treat adversely, along with those pec^e whose cultural poception of 
nature is significantly at odds with this dominant voice.
Literature of the west, with its precursws throughout the history ctf Euro-american writing, 
has hdped to solidify the relationship our culture maintains with the external, mm-human 
wcHld. It's no accident or coincidence that a vast mrycxity of die essays or presentations 
wtûch deal with the settlement of the western landscs^ make n^ermce to Frederick 
Jadcson Turner's seminal lecture/treatise ‘The Significance of the Frontier in the History of 
America”. Over the past one hundred years, his argument for cultural dominion through, 
among other things, the subjugation of the westmn waste land has bectmie entrenched in 
our cultural psyche. Those who have never read the actual essay have read or seen its 
manifestations, from the works of Laura Ingalls Wilder to Walt Disney's AnAmericanTail: 
Feifel Goes West. As it spans genres between serious social commentary and the near 
caricature of novelUc westerns, the literatwe of dûs region retains its foundations in the 
cmgoing attempts to imagine the reladonshipbetween human commuiuties and die 
surrounding natural world.
from Francis Paricman's description of the west and its wildlife (incluchng the indigenous 
peoples) as a romantic arena for Western civilizaticm's nodcais of class, masculinity, and 
edmic superiority, to John Muir's dissenting commentary on Manifest Destiny's destructive 
tendendes, our regional literature seems to range between two conflicting poles. The heirs 
of Parkman have continued to cdebrate the haoic course (û* white setdement subduing the 
wilderness while the disdples of Muir fdlow his applause erf* the values they feel this 
wildoness presented in its untarnished state. Both of these approaches rely, however, on a
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similar methoddogy, the assumption that "wilderness" is an apparently intrinsic value of 
the western region. Where wilderness can be used as a negative or pejorative device to 
represent the obstacles and under utilized resources of the region, it continues to serve the 
language of extractive rqjpropiiatimi of wealth from the forests, rivers, and rode beds of the 
west Envircnunentalist literature and rhetoric attempt to oppose these engines d* extractive 
captalism by posing this same wilderness not as stxnething to be overcome but as a 
restorative for a culture far removed from its source; The critical weakness in both d  these 
directions lies in their disregard for the degree to which the whole concqrt of wilderness 
exists as a culturally specific construction d  Western, Euro-american civilization.
As the stories we tell about our rdationships with nature, western environmental writing 
dfers not only a variety d  voices raised to describe this rdaticmship, but an arena where 
we may refcamulate or renegotiate the means by which we understand ami live with the 
world around us. Recent texts within diis genre have set fcnth an array d  diallenges 
reflecting the current mmnart of ecdogical crisis gripping the west, and crucially 
illuminating the responses environmental advocates have brought against the agents d  this 
crisis. It is important to hold iqr to critique not cmly the traditicmal fcsces d  exploitatirm 
and extraction which have so long marked our regard for the west’s land, timber and water, 
but to challenge the underlying perceptions that inform some Uterary stances of c^^rosition 
to the prevalent syston of captalist apprc^ation. Too often, the reaction of one mirrors 
the pronoimcements or actions of the other, each betraying a singular side of the same 
epistemdc^cal pattern.
This paper focuses on uncovering some of the epistemological quandaries which plague 
environmentalism as they are revealed through western literature. Too often, the words 
directed against market driven expldtations d  nature share a similar tendency to create
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essentialist, culturally biased, or materialist positions and thereby continue to support a 
landsaqje (Uvcaced from human inter-dependoice. One interesting, and problanatic, 
examine is the recent call for bioregiwial apfn^oaches in environmental consciousness and 
management While discusang some of the potoitial {ritfalls of this literary, and social, 
movonent, I would like to more closely examine one o( its critical tenets, the re- 
empowering a narrative based epistemology of nature. Widiin this suggested revision
lies a possibility for substantially challenging the manner in which we oeate judgmoits, 
histories, and habitations within our landscapes.
The literature associated with American environmentalism has frequently admired narrative 
forms as they ccmtribute to the construction of meaning and social integrity in traditional 
cultures. While many d  these largely non-indigoious texts bear the marks d  drastic 
cultural oversimi^flcaticm and appropriatian, the challorge that traditicmal narrative 
presents to the emprical myth of Euro-american modernism remains substantially valid. In 
an attanpt to onulate a social fabric wherein the human community is linked to the 
surrounding non-human communities through an interrelaticm of stories, some important 
contemporary envirmunortal literature rqqaoadtes a presentati<m of nature that is formed 
out of the competition d  many voices, including some undostanding of what those non­
human voices might be conveying. In considering such narrative of inclusion, as I ’ll 
attempt to define it, we must certainly anticipate poWems concerning the difficulty in 
admitting, let alone identifying, the patterns that may pass for signification by animals with 
whom we share no known language. This is one of the chief elements narrative that 
Barry Lqrez’s works, both fictirxi and non-fiction, help to elucidate.
Lopez's texts function here as a center point, a focus from which to question our polarized 
entanglement with nature and to explore the potential effects of a narrative which grants
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depth, authcnty, and complexity to a landscape of human/non-human interdepmdence. 
This exploration borrows heavily on the two movements which have evolved over the 
recent few decades to dhallenge the legitimacy of empirical modernism, the pre«ninent 
guiding prindfde for our current civilization. The ecology movemcmt during the past few 
decades has become an increasingly potent voice in the critique oi contemporary, or late 
model, ctqxtalism, with its assodated patterns of resource quantification and emphatically 
metnqx)litan develqxnent The advent of postmodon critiques of modem Euro-american 
epistemc^c^es has likewise kought substantial energies to bear against the systonatic 
drive to dominate the construction o( meaning with a mtmdogic, generally empirical, 
narrative of knowledge and power. Opposing this totalizing system with the vdccs of 
multi{rie cultures and perspectives, postmodernism hopes to subvert the dominance of 
techndogized capital by fragmenting its base d~ authority, by revealing the hdlowness 
behind this foundation. As such it shares many apparent positions with an ecological 
critique of modernism’s use-value treatment of nature. The two critical avotiues have until 
recently shared little, and are rendered distinct largely by the site cf their respective 
critiques. Postmodernism’s Marxist roots locate it squardy within the theordically 
reflexive consideration d* the system of capital power, whereas eook^ical resistance attains 
a distinctly exterior positicm, subverting empirical materializatimis d  nature by empirically 
narrating the cmvironmental and social destruction wrought by coituries d  industrial 
czqâtalism.
At this moment d  critical and environmental forment, it seems especially important to bring 
these two critical movements together in order to examine their respective potentials and 
failings. Within the study of environmental literature, posUnodemist ^ ro ach es  help to 
uncover the insistent repetiticsi of a mondogic and totalizing view of nature which best 
suits our culture’s progressivist drama. Similarly, the reinvigoration of narrative based
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epistemdogies points towards a sense of ccnnmunity within a landscape that uphdds the 
value, indeed the inevitable necessity, of human participaticm within the local environment. 
This paper goes on to examine some d" the processes d  constructing landsc£q)es, and the 
challenges to these processes, as raised by three contemporary western environmental 
writers. Although none could comfortably be described as postmod^n writers, in all the 
stylistic considerations d  that term, each presents a set of potential revisions to our 
environmental epistemdogy that act in sane concord with this critical theory. Similarly, 
they show some of the weaknesses in postmodernism’s attempts to form an r^^)ositional 
stance, without fully removing itself from the structures it wishes to oppose.
The examination d  Lopez’s worics serves to establish sane critiques d  current 
environmental attitudes and literatures, and to offer a tentative fomularion d  a friatform 
based on narratives of inclusioL Similarly, 1 use readings d  John McPhee’s Rising from  
the Plains and James Galvin’s The Meadow as ways to further the examination, and to 
indude sane discussion of the problems presented ly  bioregioialism in its advocacy d  
placed ecdogies supported by narrative. Both worics share a common geogrrqAical 
territory in their excavation of human histoy in the d d  and new west, and in so doing they 
read as considerable commentary upon the culture and issues which oonfroit this region’s 
present day society. In the manner in which only a good story can, the conversations these 
works have provdced point towards a potential reinvigoration of our western landscape.
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Ch^Jter One: Landscape and Idedogy in Western &ivironmental Literature
Throughout its short history, the environmental literature of the west has maintained a 
curious connection to the commodificaticMi and extracticm of material wealth fixxn the lands 
of the region. Some authors, notably John Muir, saw imported capitalist behavior as being 
remarkably at odds with the potential fey a reinvented life in the western wilderness. The 
logging of California's forests, the ctmversicm of the incredible ecdogical diversity of the 
Cmtral Valley into monocultural farmlands, and the unrestricted mountain pasturage of 
sheep inqnred Muir to incradiary criticism both d  the environmental disregard shown by 
industry as it established itself in Califcsnia and the society which lived at swh remove 
frran nature as to be aWe to encourage such behavior. Mcxeover, Muir's resistance, his 
favored ideal of use for the wondrous nature of his new homdand, involved the use of 
preserved wilderness as a spiritual restorative, a balm for a distracted and unhealthy 
industrial culture. In his idealized view, a nature devcad of human intrusion preserved the 
potential I d  fundamental human morality, a sparitual space otgectified as the site for the 
extraction of some near religious profit This foundationalism did not and does not, 
remove itself from the extractive compulsion of capital. Both systems distance our 
lifestyles from an effective ctrniprehoision d* nature as something more than Oth«, more 
than material. Fbundationalist ethics like Muir's demand the institution cf wilderness as an 
alternative to mwe prosaically and commercially employed space.
Even our traditional lore about the west, especially that dealing with its “wild” history, 
resonates with this conflict of perceptions. Westerns in film and print have enshrined the 
myth of the valiant settler, rancher, and cowboy striving to survive and to control the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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western weather, land, or emptiness. Inscribed in these mechanisms of cultural 
construction and confession is the depctitm of an idedogy bent on cœtroUing and 
redmptng nature to suit the best interests of Euro-american percqHions d  natural, and 
national, order. Expectations of fertile farmlands akin to those of the Inland East, or the 
ŒÛO Valley resulted in efforts to physically impose an idealized landscape upon territory 
vastly different in soil composition and annual precipitation. From childhood on, we learn 
not how inqqxopriate such an understanding of landscape was, and is, but instead to 
honor the stdcism and resourcefulness of the Alcotts, Calders, i^lders and the countless 
other mmgrants who ride in the covered wagons of our mythology. The landscape we 
admire as we read is that of Nebraska converted from tall grass fxairies, the domain of wild 
beasts, native peoples and yearly fires, to com fields and cattle pastures, the sure signs of 
civilization.
Bound up in heady nationalism and Christian doctrines which supported cherished ideals of 
progress, racial superiority, and dcmünion o v c t  nature, Mrmifest Destiny ultimately 
perfected die imposition of captai value uprni the land, wato-, and faima of the west. A 
direct outgrowA of this idedlogical «(pression ensured the perception of the western 
landscqie as an unimproved and empty space. Fot contemporary pastoralists, this 
emptiness allowed the land and its fauna to be effectively stripped of intrinsic value, and 
garnered instead as arena where the great»- accomplishments of a tedinologized, 
progresmve agrarian community might be fadiioned. Primitivists, standing against both a 
perceived stagnation in the agrarian model and the intimidating e m o tio n  cf an early 
industrial America, saw this same emptiness as being sublimely removed from culture and 
its dehumanizing tendencies. (We dcm’t need to look far today to see how Daniel Boone’s 
restlessness at the sight of his first neighbor’s chimney smoke has translated into a modem 
day ideal of the west as territory in which a man might escape.) Either way, the percepticxi
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
of emptiness reduced the incentive to fashion a Euro-american society in the west which 
emfrfiasized lasting ccmnections to the existing diaracter of the land. This process readily 
admitted the imposition of external materialist value upon what was perceived as a 
fundamentally value less place, legitimizing the construction of a la n d sc ^  whose j^ysical 
features rqnesented both possibility for, and potential obstacle to, cajntal exfdoitatirxi. 1
The language of irrigation in the arid west tdls this story most succinctly. Westun 
settlement patterns were cstaWished out of the leactirms of a pet^e  who found the region, 
in Wallace Stegner's wcfds, "different, daunting, exhilarating, dangerous, and 
urpedictaUe, and w 1k > altered it carrying habits that were often inappropriate and 
expectatirms that were surely excessive” (57). However Stegner seems to have found 
Mormon Utah as scanething of an exce^Aicmtothe mrxe proWemahc pattern d* white 
settlement in goieral. He viewed their strength of community and irrigated agriculturalism 
as the most accomplished lifestyle in the region, the most adapted within its constraints.
Yet a différait view is equally as valid, one which shows that fcr all their technical 
wizardry in mastering the flows and means of the Great Basin's scarce wata, the Mtxmcm 
fanners of Utah are perhaps further removed from the ccmstraints and character o f the 
landscape which surrounds them. Their cultural perspective treats w ata as a naturally 
occurring commodity. It has value chiefly in terms d  economic potential, and must be 
developed, controlled, and utilized fcr maximum growth and progress (Endter 290).
Under this view, wmer not divoted from its natural flow for “beneficial use” is wasted, it 
serves no purpose. The wildness of nature does not present an instance of beauty, for 
nature is to be improved, made more beautiful through development (275). The 
fundamental tenets behind Mcxmon patterns of adaptation to the envircnment are clearly 
dismayed in the wœds of John Widtsoe, a Church hierarch: “The destiny of man is to 
possess the whole earth; the destiny of the earth is to be subject to man. There can be no
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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full conquest the earth, and no real satisfaction to humanity if large portions of the earth
remain beyond his highest control” (Stegner 87).
As a legitimating myth, the story and effect cf Manifest Destiny remain constituent factors 
in die extractive attitudes frequently resisted by modmi envirmimental writing. The initial 
mechanisms which (tenied primary value to the pre-settlemoit landscape and its population 
have evdved to effectively prcxnulgate the ideology d  natural resource value in nearly 
every aspect of western scenery. Resistance to this tendency, especially in the last three 
decades, has often found both ex^nesaon and inspration in environmental literature. Muir, 
one of die founding members of the Sierra Club, remains a (dominent voice for today’s 
anti-industrial environmentalism. Abbey’s novels and essays about the Southwest have 
given rise to enaded political theatre and protest in the form d  EarthHrst! However, the 
ibetoiic and literrdure of this resistance often pose genuine concerns about their difference 
from the structures they intend to of^xise.
Modem environmental writing d  the western regicm has largely followed this time honored
lead. More recent writers frequently bear compaiiscm to the religioaty d  de-humaiized
nature set forth by Muir. Edward Abbey, for instance, in his book Desert Sditaire. seems
to prefer an unpopulated, arid landscjqie as an esoqie frcmi die Icxmiing apcmalypse of the
atomic age. R n  him the desert represents an arena of spiritual ccmibat with the accelerations
of technology and the rise of the post-modern age.
“I am here not cmly to evade for a while the clamor and filth and ccmfusion d  the 
cultural apparatus but also to ccmfrcmt, immediately and directiy if it’s possible, the 
bare bones of existence, the elemental and fundam«ital, the bedrock which sustains 
us . To meet Gcxl or Medusa face to face, even if it means risking everything 
human in myself. I dream d  a hard and brutal mysticism in which the naked self 
merges with a ncm-human wœld and yet somehow survives still intact, individual, 
separate”(6).
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His reading of human hisuxy within his chosen landscape is dramatically narrow, 
oUitoating any sense of comparatively recent, and still extant, cultures which adapted 
successfully to the possibility lc»g-term survival within the arid environment In so 
doing, he (xmtinues the construction of a legitimating narrative of isolation and physical 
removal frcxn the nature with which he so determinaWy seeks to ccanmune.
Muir, Abbey, and others espouse the wilds as places at odds with the materialism and 
commodiflcaticm endemic to modem society in the west Their vdces aj^aud the spiritual 
values of isolation within jmstine landscapes, landscapes created from the percdved 
absence of things human, the presence of things somdmw timeless, or essential. These 
writings promcHe a different set of primary essences to be found in western nature, 
affirming in this act a soise of what Derrida describes as the inherent logocentricity of 
Euro^unerican cultures which esteems ‘̂ -idedog ica l essence(8)”, “genuine” pesences 
rather than representations of shaped reality (Quigley 295). Within our culture, the 
imagined qxtoe of environmental resistance is filled by references to a vague set spiritual
essences, such as spontaneity, uniqueness, individuality, Uiat are easily co-opted by a 
market driven by style and materid substance. These essences resonate in the language 
which desaibes both the mat«ial. political, and social values we attach to our culture, and 
to the values we find and esteem in nature. For a amfde example, consider the marketing 
of the parai^emalia which we require to mediate our experiences with “die wild”. Instead 
of offering explicit opposition, these norms we follow in our resistance affirm the value cf 
the very structures they seek to expose (293).
These same qualities have a reflection in the complex set of fundamental or transcendent 
values which the progressive, instrumentality of modernism has attached to the resource 
worth of nature. In its attempt to fashion a counter voice, environmoital writing tends to 
include in its response an oppositional set of transcendent principles, establishing an
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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affinity with the ideology of impositicxi. cf expropriation. As Michael Ryan has stated, the 
tendency to posit transcendent princifdes, whether for resistance movements or entrenched 
power structures, creates “‘a pmnt of authcxity (an agency), a hierarchical command 
structure, and a police force. ' This tendency asserts certainty and closes down open ended 
play’XQuigley 295). As it is consistently im^dicated in the logocentric construeticxis of 
cqntalism, the «ivironmaitalism in a great deal of recent literature reaffirms the power c( 
the very epistemological and cmttdogical pnspecti ves which have led to our current moment 
of ecdogical crisis. They may not offer so much a sduticm as a continuation of the 
frustrating and irresdvaUe pdarizaüon which threatens our relationship to the 
environments which surround and sustain us.
Perhaps a short examination of one acclaimed text in this genre will shed some light chi the 
beginnings of a postmodern critique of contemporary environmental writing along the lines 
suggested above. Ann Zwinger’s 1978 book Wind in the Rock ccmbines enjoyable, 
informative natural history and anthrc^logical observations with personal reflections upon 
her experiences hiking southeastern Utah's desert canyons. These rdlections are distincdy 
codessional in tone, matching the poetics of the emotional, spiritual writer confrcmted by 
doubt, fragile introspecdcm, and antidpated restoration: a mode which itself reflects the 
assumed primacy of the individual’s psychological expoience widiin the natural arena that 
so characterizes the tradition of modmi literature. Beyond a presence in the desert then, 
Zwinger emphasizes that place where, as Robot Lowell puts it, “Life changed to 
landscape", and the landscape is a private space, where rumination and healing occur. 
Perhaps this is a worthwhile, a necessary thing, but in terms of our cultural relationship 
with nature, it betrays a valuation based primarily upon nature’s ability to be everything that 
salves the shortcomings of white Americana: a place defined by emptiness rather dian 
identity.
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Throughout the account d* these backpacking trips, Zwinger interjects a sense of the 
spiritual solace she frnds in the unoccupied and timeless worlds of the sandstone chasms. 
She links her encounters with this spirituality to the experiences of the Icxig vanished 
occupants of these spaces, the Anasazi, as well as with more extant Native cultures. And 
yet her sense of the Anasazi reveals much oi the attitude towards them we are taught to 
adopt in the mythology created by our own cultural anthrc^logists. She values a certain 
passivity, a harmony in their relationship to the physical wwld that is part of our overall 
optimistic stereotype of Indians as the original arvircmmentalists. And foremost, she 
espouses the silence and challenge the des«t kings to the human experience as an antidote 
to the daily exigencies that make up that same expoience.
Zwinger comes to the desert wilderness “as a place to listen to the qvdet, to feel m home 
with ancient rhythms that are absent in city life , here in the wildoness is a safety valve f<x 
our dvilizati(m"(210). And once again we are cast back to the omniprésence Frederick 
Jackson Turner’s frontier diesis, where the taming of the wildoness provided a nearly 
Darwinian release and evdution of our nadrmal culture. Perhaps Zwinger’s use d* die term 
is intended to be ironic, but die irony is undone by her own rmnvigoiaticxi of the symptoms 
Turner sought to diagnose, for here in the wilderness Zwinger repeats his project of casting 
civilizaticMi as the instigation cf wilderness, the factor producing a need for the empty, 
redeeming potential of the wild. In her opiosition to extracdve use of the land, use which 
provides many of the material needs estaWished ly  our shared culture, Zwinger uses the 
desert to povide material for yet another human use, restoration. The la n d sc ^  of the 
southwest as created by this text asserts that this is the fundamental value of wilderness 
space, and that wilderness as opposed to culture is the essential pinciple by which nature is 
subsumed into human experioice. Scanewhere in all of this the actiud Anasazi have been 
obliterated. As such the desert exists as a response to the original erasure of the region’s
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intrinsic value within an edx) of the tenns set forth by the initial moment of that denial. 
Zwinger’s desert is restcned as an arma of anthropocentric ideals, ideals which fit the needs 
of contempraary Euro-american culture as sucdnctly as the ml and uranium extracted 
nem-by.
Complidt in the fabricatimi of this myth of solace in the wilderness, Zwinger bemoans the 
presence cf too many like hoself, “hordes of backpackers and river runners” tramfding 
“mountain meadows that were once beautifully em pty'\2l 1. emphasis mine). The problem 
widi creating a value based ideal d[ wilderness is that people will adopt the ideal, espousing 
recreatimial experiences in nature as a form cf participatory envirmunentalism and antidote 
to the commercialism which traps them in daily routines. Nature becomes an operation of 
individuality, spontaneity, and uniqueness, a pdace where the fundamental humanity of 
each individual can be reaffirmed through introspection and physical ordeal (to varying 
levels of discomfort). On a cultural level, texts like Wind in the Rock have helped reinforce 
the attitude of a nature separate from our own existence, one which leads newspapers to 
promote river trips which “remind you that quiet is a resource not found everywhere”, and 
a tourism industry which offers rafting trips that will “emphasize spiritual ccmtact with the 
wilderness and self-exploration, for $850”(Steere).
This tendency to locate anthropxxentric values within environmental features is not 
confined to such obviously romantic ideals as solitude and spiritual nourishment Our 
system of approaching nature is replete with such projections, emphasizing our pxnchant 
fcr treating nature as an Other even while we attempt to renegotiate our relaticmship to i t  
As such the language which we rely upx>n in our attempts to account for our relationship 
with nature frequently is tnqypied in the idedogy d  nature as the wilderness and frontier 
that has been articulated by both Turner and writers like Zwinger. As environmental
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literature continues in its attenipts to counter the degradation of ecosystems and the 
ccmcomitant attitude alienation from nature, it frequently attempts to assert that the
natural scmery prized for its restorative qualities has an additicmal relevance or legitimacy.
A significant factor in this rhetCHical strategy is the belief "that nature is valuable in the 
strcHig, ‘intrinsic’ sense that natural objects have value entirely indepradent cf human 
consciousness”, a fundamental value that extends priw to and beycmd human existence 
within the natural setting (Nmtcm 214).
The difficulty with this approach is that, like previously discussed attributions of use value, 
any ascripticm of intrinsic value seeks to create a nature that satisfies the needs of humans 
and reserves the frailties in our ability to conceptualize a natural œder which we have 
consistently divorced from our own sense of being. Attempting to ascribe value without 
admitting human presence either in relatioi to this process (a* as an inherent part of any 
value judgment not only endows nature with an ideal value which we necessarily are unable 
to interpret or indude in our social construct, but rests on an act of fancy which defeats the 
entire proposition. The point is, we are here; removing humanity from the question does 
little tp resolve the difficulties created by and within our presence. Furthermore, the 
ascription of intrinsic value as practiced in literature, and by extension in popular discourse, 
relies heavily on a mystical appreciation of animals that again reflects values which we tend 
to impose upon them. These values are inseparably culture specific and laden with the 
projections of a particular cultural group (Norton 214), and potentially lead to a sort df 
elitism of the wild where the values attributed by one culture to certain (powerful) animals 
gives them a prcxninence over other creatures in both popular conception and political 
endeavor. Consider the importance attached to recent attempts to reintroduce the w df to 
certain parts of the west, and the scant narraticm given to endangered frogs, plants, even 
black-footed ferrets.
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By attem{Hing to describe the wwld in terms of the obsavaWe, independent af^ieal of its 
ccmstituait parts, this mode of environmentalist rhetcxic relies directly on the determining 
power of objective ascription. This omstitutes an identifiable attribute of oar Cartesian 
epistemdogy which has long supported the measurable gulf between human and ncm- 
human identity, and the quantifiable measurement of perfcxmance relative to human, indeed 
Euro-american, standards of worth. “Suffice it to say tiiat defending Cartesian-style 
Directivity within a representational tiieory of percepticm apparently requires 
foundaticmalism, either empirical or rationalistic, in order to daim any qristemological 
warrant for descriptions of the 'objective' world”(Norton 218). Thus the reliance on 
intrinsic value perpetrates the division between the knowing, speaking subject and the 
passive, in this case, recipient object or Other whose actual participation witltin the 
constructirm cf meaning is limited by the vdce or fxesence given to it by its measmws. 
Either connotation of “wilctemess” fra* instance, functions as an example d* this prodematic 
ccmception.
While allowing the difficulties inherent within this system, tire potential to recognize the 
legitimacy o f the non-human wcdd is arguably a viaWe proposition. Given our present 
system however, mutual recognition is thwarted by the tendency to assert a final meaning 
or value, a tend«icy best described as mondogic. Our human, Euro-american vdce has 
determined the values of wilderness from two (Opposing perspectives. These ascribed 
values reflect more of what we wish to see than they reveal an understanding of the 
relationships that make up an ecosyston in which we are but erne constituent part 2
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Chuter Two: Postmodernism, Narrative, and the Western Landscape
The root of the irreconcilable dilemma between capital and environmental proponents lies in 
their rigid adherence to this system of polarized and self contradicting perceptions. As they 
impose the external concept “wilderness”, whatever the intended effect of that tanr, each
camp is caught in the logic that originally pixxnoted the environmental crmflicts within our 
contemporary regional culture. Both sustain the didrotcxny between human-subject and 
nature-object that infuses the history of industrial modernism. A prXentially more valid 
critique or resistance to the ecological threat posed by late-model capitalism must remove 
itself from the delocalizing, dichotrxnizing functions entrenched in this ideology. While the 
rhetoric of both extractive capitalism and preservationist envircmmentalism is often infused 
with a concern for local well-being, albeit gorerally from opposing sides of the ideal, the 
ethic of “Noregionalism” is often presented as a means of moving beyond the polarized 
confrcmtation and dissassodative tendencies of the two opposing movements. 
Bioregiooalist ethics attempt to assert the importance of locality and of the complexities 
posed by rdationships to and within an ecological regicm, fostering a dependence upon 
“(dace” in lieu of coital exch#ge or (xeservationist isolation.
Some recent western environmental literature seeks to adc^ this pose, moving beyond die 
traditional framework of nature writing to propose a revised qiistemology o{ nature. 
Building in some sense on the work of Aldo Leopold, these writers ostensibly seek to give 
vcxce to this alternate valuation of place, acting to subvert the objectification of nature, and 
challenging our culture's propensity towards what Jack Turner has called “commodcmide - 
death through commodification” (ONT 103). As one significant vcxce in this regard, the
17
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essays and fiction of Bany Lopez have been applauded for their attempts to open our 
ecological relationship up to a sense oi fAay, thereby denying the formation of closed, 
foundaticmal meaning. By estaWishing an ethic of place and of nature based on competing 
or component narratives, Lopez works to avoid the imposition o( a single, legitimizing 
myA which perfects our environmental ideology. These responses seem at odds not only 
with western mentalities rooted in Enlightenment ideals of empirical progress and a faith in 
techndogy, but also advance the lines oF critidsm so far directed against the centralizing 
tendencies of the current global capitalizaticm.
Some o f the critical depth of the currmtt ecdogical crisis in the west derives fixmi the great 
paradox of western society. Still driven by the mythic forces which inspired and sustained 
the white expanâon into the regicm, tcxiay's westerners feel a fierce attachment to the 
natural wonders and the supposed freedoms of their lifestyles within this region. This 
insistence cm personal and market liberties is frequently at odds with what we are ccmiing to 
understand as a lifestyle suited to Icmg term sustainability within this regicm of arid plains, 
dynamic fcaests, and imposing mountains. There are many who feel that nothing could be 
more inhermdy "western” than to reshtqie the land in ordn- fcM* it to produce human scale 
material satisfaction. Indeed, ttie idea cf landscaqm is itself a reflection of human presence 
or manipulaticm of a surrounding environmoit Like wilderness, landscape is a construct 
of use. The western landsctqie has been subject to thorough human configuraticm and 
manipulation for over elevai thousand years. Despite the traditional rhetoric our cultiue 
has built up in the past one hundred of these, it is impossible to view any sense of 
landscape as a pure instance of nature, devoid of human involvement The immediacy of 
our current ecological crisis results chiefly from the degree and scale of the manipulaticms 
mcxkm culture has introduced in its ccmstructicm of the western landscape, and from the
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dnunaüc shift in the perceived rde of the non-human wœld in the western qxstemology o( 
nature.
One ircmy in our current way of imderstanding nature is that westan society makes strident 
daims fcx* locality while largely serving the extractive conditions set by ncm-local 
metropditan ectmcHnies, economies which owe responsibility to no place and sustain their 
presence within the region only through a colonial commodiflcaticm of its landscape. Here 
the pqxdar weston romance o( Zane Grey meets the histcmcal reflection d  Bill Kittredge, 
struggling with a society that has committed “an obvious string d  crimes. Maybe we 
should have realized the wtxld wasn't made for our purposes, that (it) wasn't there to have 
us ccxne along to drain the swamps and level the peat ground into alfalfa land...But we 
were given to understand that {daces we owned were to be used as we saw flt"(174).
The crudal dialogue over the content and diameter of landsctqie strengthens the im{xntance 
of Lo|)ez's work. Regionalist literature must combat the de-localizing tendency of the 
metro{x>lity on two fronts: {dace and language. Lojiez's flcüon and non-fiction convey a 
sense d  regionalinn oqwwered in the American geogrsqdiy, and furthermore articulate 
this {xesence in a manner and language {larticular to western America and its historical 
voice, rather than through a voice conditicmed by a more generally Euro-American context 
(Nordstrdn 149). This linguistic revision seems at the heart of the regionalist endeavor; to 
call western culture into an acknowledgment of its problonatic behavior, cme must first 
acknowledge the mythic ccmstructs endowed to the west through language. The {xiet and 
essayist Gary Snyder confronts the “wild and free” germ that runs through most western 
imagery and {x>pular fiction as the manifestation of wwds changed into consumer baubles, 
like an ad for a Hariey-Davidson {Practice 5). The words themselves have become trickster 
gaming pieces, promising an illusion while at the same time negating the possibility d  the
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illusion's actual existence. The language we use to describe our region is thoroughly 
constrained by the mythic images through which American sode^ has alienated the 
envircmment into iconic intelligibility. As Snyder demonstrates, these same words, “wild” 
and “free”, often used to make the west more enticing to potential consumers, have a 
historical association with attitudes intended to divcHce Western civilization from a sense of 
environmental intimacy.
In one of his essays, Snyder excavates the history of our descriptkms for wilderness, 
revealing a language which serves to isolate the non-human world by assipiing it negative 
values. Wildness is distinguished from the realm of civilized human behavior through such 
connotations as “uninhabited”, “insubordinate”, “unruly”, and “violent” (9). Casting the 
non-human in terms oppositional to human values is a linguistic project with a long history, 
its roots in this country stretch to the second genetmion Puritan writers. The way we, as 
a national and regional peqile, have grown up speaking of nature empharizes our attempt 
to subordinate it and live outside (tf its processes.
The project of environmental writers attempting to posit a post-Cartesian rdationship to 
nature should be reforming the definitions and connotations of our usual language. And 
yet this shift is consideraUy problematic. When Snyder attempts this shift, he creates 
positive connotations for wild categories, finding concqits that are not far removed from 
the unmediated, playful, orderiy complexity of die Chinese concept of the Dao, or even the 
Buddhist Dharma, with their connotations of the sacred (10). While burdened with the 
intervening years of cultural antipathy to nature, he insists that our language shares this 
capacity to describe wilderness as a {dace of abundance “as in John Milton, ‘a wildemesse 
of sweets' ”( II). Unfortunately, this attempt at revision also represents a return to the 
‘intrinsic value’ dilemma discussed earlier. While these are positive connotations, they
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remain impositicms of our logocentric order, relying upon the foundaticmalist ethic which 
locates pre-human ideals within a non-human landscape. Snyder’s quote frcan “Paradise 
Lost” neglects to account for the layers of meaning in the poem’s construction of nature. 
Milton certainly did not intend to be eco-friendly. He was asserting a divine providence 
within the «der df the Creaticm, an order which Milton celebrated as being patriardially 
defined, with symbdic attributes associated with every plant and animal describable within 
his ‘wildemesse’. The nature that Milton perceived and depicted in his poetry bore little 
resemblance to a community of participants equally asserting a legitimate reason for 
existence. It was not, as Snyder claims, “a usage of wilderness (which) catches the vmy 
real conditions of energy and ridmess that is so dten found in wild systems”(l 1).
Snyder’s difficulty with this passage stems from his inaWlity to escape an insistence that 
wilderness is distinctly different frcan the natural space humanity can possiWy occupy.
This considerable conceptual problem is an unavoidable result of his, as well as other 
writers’, attachment to the idea of wildamess as an inevitaWe reality, and the inddmittd 
affirmation that it dfers “a {dace d  archetypal power, teaching, and challenge”(ibid.). 
Trapped within this culturally biased perception which still binds and defines nature as an 
external Other with the potential fw  human consumption, Snyder’s revesal of our 
linguistic approach to the non-human world falls frustratingly shcxt Posing language that 
ccmtinues to celebrate such an anthropocentrically configured landsctqie as a means of 
resisting more materialist or capitalist appropriations d  the environment unfortunately 
remains traf^ied within the original, problematic ideology. Nature remains a wilderness 
defined by an outside, ostensibly objective, observer, a fixed fidd of representation 
maintained by a single, powerful, and human vdce.
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Snyder may be right in his diagnosis of language as a slippery, arbitrary system which 
constandy dianges and meanders “evoi as language reflects (and informs) the shifting 
values of the peofdes whose minds it inhabits and glides through” {Practice 8). However, 
what Snyder may correctly diagnose, he fails to put into practice. While recognizing the 
unfixed nature of language, he doesn’t quite put the next piece together, that language is the 
media by which different ccxnmunities engage one anotho-, and it is frequently the site of 
struggles fw  authmity. To take a readily a|:q)arent examjrie, when Euro-american culture 
assumed prominence over that cf the indigenous perdes of the Americas it did so by 
imposing the power of its language(s). Native languages, and thus the way in which they 
reflected the world through the epistemdogy bound up within linguistic expression, were 
crf'ten outright oWitonted as a result of our insistence cm ‘civilized’ discourse. Snyder 
attempts to subvoi this history oS both oppressicm and limitation in our ecdogical 
rdationships by embracing Native American mythic and cultinal rqjproaches. In so dcnng 
he irot (mly adopts a dangerously imperialistic habit df appropriaticm, but he attempts to 
crnnbat the prominence of one language syston by raising another to higher prominence.
He substitutes m e totalizing and perfecting myth for another.
By supfdanting one language for another, Snyder shares a course with diat described by the 
environmental ethicist Jim Cheney in his article “Postmoden Envircmmental Ethics; Ethics 
as Bimegional Narrative.” Both authors reveal an understanding cSlanguage’s 
trouMescsne existence and seek to subvert the established Euro-american percepticm, 
description, and by extension, experience of nature/wilderness through an infusion of 
Native narrative. As such, their intention is to reconfigure our cultural predisposition to 
divorce from nature into an immediacy empowa^ed by the language of myth. However, 
both Cheney and Snyder may be rightly criticized for a toidency to insist that the wmld has 
an cniginal, true essence which is approachable through some single, linguistic system.
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“By suggesting that the wcx'ld becomes (xesent to us, Cheney seems to be suggesting that 
the Earth has a (determinate?) language that we can listen to ... he suggests a base, a 
{ximordial and natural pmnt of departure -  the w(x*ld expressing itself”(Quigley 303).
This insistence cm an ability to access a pre-lapsaiian linguistic relaticmship with nature 
stems frcxn a need to use language as a means to mediate a closer affinity to the non­
human, and non-modem world. Snyder, in his poem “Mother Earth: Her Whales” 
pcMtrays an essential ccmnection between the language in an animal’s acticms and nature’s 
inherent sense of order ‘The whales turn and glisten/ fdunge and/ Sound, rise again/ 
Flowing like Imeathing i^anets”(iVd Nature 238). In so doing he approaches Cheney’s 
adcxaticm for the way in which “a particular wolf is only one of the ways in whidi the 
wcmld has exfxessed itself’(Cheney 119). Each in his own way would deny or invalidate 
the unavoidable human compUcity in any linguistic etKJeavcM- and attempt to present a sense 
cf ur-language “in which the world discloses itself by our bdng rooted in the 
world”(Cheney 119).
Cheney links this sense language with Inoregionalist «ideavors, and the attempt to 
fashion a human relaticmship to place through a linguistically reinvigorated epistemology. 
He wishes, like Snyder, to use “ccmtextual” language rooted in the experience of place to 
combat the totalizing and commodifying language d  Euro-american mcxiemity.
“Contextual discourse reverses this; it assimilates language to the situation, bends it, shapes 
it to fit”( 120) a “process of human interaction with the land which ensures the health both 
of the land and the community”( 121). Both ethicist and poet applaud the idea of 
bioregionalism as a means introducing interdependence between human and ncm-human 
ccmimunities into our figuration cf the surrounding landscape. Sudi a perspective would 
embrace languages and existences which have been denied power by the drxninant
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qïtstandogy’s Enlightemnoit • based assumpticHis of pow«- said value. In accordance 
with a certain definition post-modernism, this effort arrives from an attempt to remove 
the authority the dominant discourse/culture by enfranchising competing myths of 
legitimation, by re-empowering the stcnies and storytellos whose existence has Irmg been 
subordinate to the power of objective, empirical description.
The inclusion or re-inclusion narrative as a means of defining an epistemology of nature, 
in opposition to die measurable and evaluative definitions provided by modem society’s 
faith in science and technology, has been a vibrant element in the attempt to join the 
postmodern cmnpetitimi of language games to the ecological challenge to modernist values. 
In Snyder and Cheney, this movement follows a path that is by now thtxougbly infused 
throughout environmentalist culture, namely, the assumpticxi that Native American mythic 
narrative c^fos a {xomising means of r^uming to some “moral” 
relaticmship with the earth. The txam is Cheney’s and comes from his adoption of tribal 
mythic language as a means to articulate “moral imperatives and to carry them in such a 
way diat they actually do instruct; (to) locate us in a moral space which is at the same time 
the space we live in (Aysically ( 129, emj^iasis original). Narrative, as envisioned in this 
particular way, relies on an essentialized view of the earth, one which supplants the idea of 
self, of individuality with a set of (descriptive moral codes detenmined by a receptiveness to 
an idealized ‘presence’ of nature. More than shifting an active or empowered role to nature 
or the wilderness, contextualized language sluq^ed along these lines repeats the pstfalls of 
the ecological and imperialist stances it would seek to evade.
The essentialism in both Cheney’s and Snyder’s conceptions of nature betrays an 
unwillingness to move away from totalizing aj^licaticm of a single ideology through 
language. Both seem to prefer to not account for the way in which language, if described
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in a poststructuralist sense, is inherently the p lica tio n  of cultural filtas in an attempt to 
represent reality. Our encountn* with the external wodd will always be cm the terms c^ our 
own language; fashioning an epistemology based cm receptiveness to the langua^ nature 
uses to describe its own presence reflects a ccmtinuing impositicm of human ideals upon an 
external order. There is no way to see language as being unassimilsUed from the situation 
as if both context and culture had their own linguistic identities.
The tendency to see an absolute, idealized nature continues in the attempts to king 
indigenous mythcdogy to play. Gary Snyder claims to offer a legitimate illustraticm of 
Native American eccdogical ethics in his reconstruction of the Tagish^'lingit Bear Mother 
narrative. ^ However, his retelling c^ this integral cultural myth wcnks most cogently to 
exfxess non-native ideals of behavior while ignoring the scmial precepts of Tagish culture 
legitimated by the story. His statement essentializes a ruUive culture into a passive/ 
receptive relaticmship with thdr lan d sc ^  while igncMing the way in which Tagish 
language (Tagish humanity) has acted to ccmstruct this relationship and thence to give it 
legitimacy. Snyder and Cheney’s asserticms that tribal narratives reflect ccmtextual values 
“invdve a parochialian reminiscent of Victorian anthropology” (Smith 8), reversing the 
mcxkmist assumption of superiority by offering generalized, and idealized pcsrtrayals of 
native culture. Linguistically and pcJitically, these results are at cxlds with any project bent 
cm defusing an epstemology of totalizing objectivity and cultural moncdc%ism.
For instance, it may be possible to avcsd the essentializing outcome of Cheney’s attempts to 
admit the presence cf non-human agents within the construction of a human landscape. 
Admitting that language per se is a human construct, a mechanism by which culture 
mediates its presence within a represented external reality, does not prohibit us from 
noticing the exchange of signals or signs that pass between other animals. I would not
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argue that the wolf q>eaks the earth’s ‘true’ language, or acts as a linguistic symbol of an 
integral morality in nature. But observational experience allows us to note how wolves will 
address their prey, and exchange a modicum of meaning imj^icitly understood by each 
party. Barry Lopez suggests that this is part of a complex wdering r f  predatcw-prey 
relationships to which both communities contribute. “Wolves and prey may remain 
absolutely still while staring at each other...! think what transpires in those moments of 
staring is an exchange of information between predator and prey that either triggers a chase 
or defuses the hunt right there’’(Wd/vej 62). As human factcxs involved in the construction 
a landscrqx admit the potency of such experience, related and given value through story, 
we can come to recognize patterns of narrative that inclutk our own lives within the 
indeterminate signifiers which form a comi^ex and open-ended system of relationships.
An interaction of human language with the awareness of non-human signification, 
expression, results in an alternative construction of language/knowledge/power. This new 
construction does not seek to impose value on, or offer an intopretation of, non-human 
motives or objectives. It only seeks to en<k>w the non-human presence with the authority 
to act as a partner in the linguistically enacted power structures which give (xder to the 
world. Certainly the end definition is human centered, however, the inclusion of the non­
human, even within narrative systems which authorize the discriminate use or taking of 
life, gives an undeniable power to their presence in the landscape. There is a sense of 
language that cperates in a way still defined by human culture, but which is also a language 
whose effects, whose ability to represent reality, is realized only through the reflexive 
inclusion of those ncm-human ‘voices’. Such an understanding of narrative may offer an 
alternative to the application of logocentric essences and empirically delineated assumptions 
of power.
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It is important to estaWidi a manner in which such a narrative may avoid the pitfalls 
experienced by Cheney and Snyder. In an attempt to move away from romantic, over- 
generalized ai^fopriations of Native culture, for example, a revised sense of narrative 
would sedc to not assign interpretation to the culture in a way which prescribes the value it 
might have for Euro-american culture. By avoiding the imposition of quality, or character, 
upcn non-human lives, such narrative may express the presence of these lives even as it 
acts as die vdiicle to bring them into the construction of a human landscape. An insistence 
upon essentialism frustrates the efforts of those who would assign die narrative task to ‘the 
wwW, ‘Mother Nature’, or ‘the wilderness’. In all cases, the narrative remains human; it 
becomes a narrative of inclusive identity, one whidi adonowledges that the construction of 
a human idoitity and a human landscape relies on an acknowledgment of human 
interdependence with the ncm-human world.
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Ch£çter Three: Bany Loçez and Nature in a Postmodem Wœld
In the work of Barry Lopez, narratives of inclusive idoitity become the integral 
components in revising our poception of the surrounding landscape. Such narratives work 
to create an awareness of our human agency in the process cf constructing our perchons. 
He makes die distinction between exterior lan d sc i^ , the elements of the land and the 
relationships between them, and interior landsct^ies, which arise from the s h ^  and 
character an individual's mental and spiritual a{^xehension d* the external world. 'The 
interior landscape responds to the character and subtlety ctf an exterior landscape; the shape 
o i the individual mind is affected by the land as it is by genes” (Crossing 65). The 
(xxnmunion cf these two landsctqies is mediated by narrative in a manner which “draws on 
the relationships in the extmor landscape and prefects them onto the interior 
landscs^”(68). Narratives, in the language we use when descritâng our landscape, ought 
to both reflect the observable feature of die lands we inhaWt and estaUish an authority out 
of the multitude of stcxies and relaticmships around us. Fw hopez, the recognition that our 
{xesence is part ctf an indusive identity, ratha* than (me which maintains an exclusive 
attitude towards the external wcnid, results in an qxstemcdogy oi nature based upon the 
compeddcm of disparate voices. The moncdithic Cartesian myth which suppcxts divorce 
from and of^xisition to nature, with all of its reflexive movements of resistance, is replaced 
by an understanding nature through a multitude of perspectives.
In order to accomplish this subversion of our entrenched habit of turning nature into an 
‘Other’, a revised sense of narrative's potency must challenge our tendency to view nature 
through the lens of anthropcx^entric empiricism. Oftai, our Enlightenment rcxited
28
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epistemology presents the differences between human and natural in terms of quantifiable 
information, a dilemma which affects both preservationist and muitiple-iKe advocate alike. 
Recent attempts to reinvigorate our management of western resources with ‘ecosystem 
management’ approaches highlight tins quandary. While attempting to suggest a more 
envircHunentally respcxisive posture, the shift away from pure instrumentalism is only skin 
deep. Administrative agencies and private industry maintains its insistence cm the 
possiWIity measuring net worth, p c^ tia l impacts, and sustainable use strategies. 
Accordingly, the distinction between the sdentifîcally human Subject and nature as a 
finitely describable Other is maintained. The insistence on the power of measuimnent 
rdlects a culturally biased percq>tidn of this landscape to die «tclusion of all other paths of 
experience and observadcm. The problem doesn't lie so much in the divergent data. It lies 
in the faith in rational measurmnent to provide a complete understanding of die surrounding 
landscape. Such an insistmce limits our modem society by establishing ccmfines of 
inadequate understanding about the places we inhabit.
And yet all cultures base their perceptions of the lan d sc^ , and their roles within it, on 
some form of observation and measurement Athabascan caribou hunters depend on 
exacdngly keen observation and intapretadon of caribou behavior for the continued 
existence of the community. Their methods are, not surprisingly, very scientific, if 
attempts to analyze observable infcsrmadcxi, posit connections between factcxs and 
influences, and hypothesize the effects changes within those rdatirxiships can be 
depended upon as a short definition cf science. Scsnething else ties this kind of empiricism 
to the community’s expaience, an awareness that the effect of observing and of acting 
upcKi those observaticsis affects not cmly the hunter and his family, but also the ccmtinued 
well-being of the external world. Failure to be a good ‘scientist’ and a good hunter implies 
a failure to understand the coimections between the hunter and the caribou, the result of
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which, estaUished through the legitimating narrative of the community, will be the 
disappearance of the caribou, and the isolaticm cf the human within his landscape. This 
cause and effect interrelationship between human and non-human communities is deariy 
established through the legitimating narratives of the Athabascan pet^e, the storied 
existence of which ddines the world in which they live. The difference between 
Athabascan and our Euro-american culture hinges upcm our suspicicm of indusive narrative 
and the politics assigned to the process of observatirai. To the Athabascans, nanative is the 
reason fw  empirical sdence, in our worid empiridsm i s the narrative.
The exposure of this epstemdogical shortcoming resonates throughout Barry Lopez's 
weak. His shcut story “Restoration” vividly illustrates the frustratitms of an early Hrench 
cattle baron named Rene de Crcnir in an area d  what will become North Dakota.
Qmfronted with die failure of Eurqiean natural history to accranmodate the fauna of North 
America, the nineteenth century Frenchman became “obsessed with understanding the 
nature of animals fradgn to the European mind, (and)...wanted a new understanding, 
rooted in North America and representing a radically different view of the place of rmimals 
in human iàe»s”(WûUer 9, mnphasis original). De Crcnir, in a bid to form his own 
relationship to place, batdes the soulless taxonomies established by Descartes and by 
Linnaeus, taxonomies which (teprive nature of narrative ccMnfdexity and experience, and 
which enfdce a divorce frcxn human participation with nature. Deprived d  an adequate 
understanding of North American ecology, like Lc^iez's character, we are “in ignorance of 
scxnething even mcwe prdound...in Ncxth America the indigenous philoscqAy grew out of 
the lives of the animals”( 12). The prc^iosition that bioregionalist perspectives are a new 
way to instill an indigenous philosc^hy requires the resdution d  what Lopez describes as 
a “conflict of authcxity, the auduxity that resides in a bcxik and the authority in the 
pronghorn antelope”(Aton 8).
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There is a danger here: the diief protagcmist of this story is in fact not de Crenir, but a 
young, 20th century, academic narrator, peitryx a writer, who encounters the earlier cattle 
baron’s library quite by chance. What Lopez finds alarming in this character is his potential 
for becoming "so wnq^red up in books that he loses contact with the source” (Atrm 8).
The narrator becomes "deeply affected by the atmoqAere of ideas and history” that are set 
forth by an old artisan hired to restore the cdlecticm of manuscripts. This man, who like 
the relatives of the mysterious de Crenir, seems c*livious to the surrounding country and 
has no contact with the nearby townspecyle, draws the narrator away from an intimate 
encounter with the prmaiy source of de Crenir’s qiistemological quandary. The trap is 
laid by books, by an insistence on the text as the authcnitative dispenser d* misgivings and 
resolutions, of definition and count^-d^inition. What was cxiginally an individual’s 
consternation at the failings of his ideological predüspcmtions when faced widi the demands 
of an unfamiliar place drifts away from these archaeologists of texts.
The narrator, as wdl as Lopez, find themselves in the position of having to mediate 
between the acquisitive, progressivist en*gies academia and Western empiricism and the 
legitimacy granted by a retWined landsctqre imnxdiate rclationAips. Within the story 
this taisicm is left unresolved; the narrator seems to remain attached to the world beyond 
that ddlned by textual expoience, to the cranmunity cf tourists which visits the 
library/museum, and to the an te lt^  which ai^rear on the hills outside. Lopez hints at the 
inadequacy our language reveals when one negotiates this bœder between infcxmed 
experience and empirical orthodoxy. His landscape seems to flirt just beyond the grasp of 
the narrator, offering “a smoothness of line, an evenness of tone, that is often called 
graceful” (Winter 5). P e r h ^  our language is still a bit out place here, searching as it is 
for ways of relating the things that both human and animals are doing. While there are no 
ways r f  definitivdy answering for the non-human, Lopez suggests that a mediating
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awareness of both language and the ways in which knowledge is constructed can offer the 
tools to elucidate our relaticmship with the external world (Aton 8).
Lopez's narrative step is a moderate one, whidi depends not so much on the rejecticm of 
empirical natural science as on revitalizing the political relaticmship between Western 
science and oth^, ncm-sdentific means of descmtang the weald. The practice of 
observation and inquiry into the other-than-human weald can cmly serve to illuminate the 
interdqiendencm between human cultures and their surroundings. What is important is 
Lopez's rejection of Western science as the Icmus of total knowledge, and the possibility 
that this singular rqiproach, or any singular approach, can provide an adequate visicai of our 
ecological relaticaiship with our environment. Lopez is in fact inordinately scientific for an 
environmental writer. His bcxik Arctic Dreams: Imannaticm and Desire in a Northern 
Landscape supo^bly illustrates the breadth o( knowledge he is able to bring to his literary 
explorations. However, as Romand Coles has written, “‘the facts’ are em^oyed to reveal 
a site wonder, mystery, questionatnlity - something to be appreciated and 
respected”(244). In L c ^ z ’s hands, the facts which have accumulated through observaticm 
and experimentation are annoyed to open, rather dian close, the narrative of the polar bear.
Any such narrative begins with the voice o( the storyteller, and in this role Lopez slips into 
a position of apparent humility, an openness to the discovery of what is possiWy 
desoibably about polar bears. From the onset of this section of the book, Lopez 
successfully avoids the attributicm of mystical values, or romantidzation of some elemental 
quality enshrined in these creatures. Instead, Lopez draws his readers into the bears’ 
landscape, a space cxdered and principled by distinctive actions and interpretation bears 
must make in the course of their lives. We read as uninitiated novices, lacking a 
legitimating presence within this system, drawn cmly by a fundamental and possiWy callow
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attractic». There is no position dominion, or reverence, «ily the potoitial for 
interfo^oioe {Arctic 78). The path the ciu^}ter leads from this intrusive positicxi through 
a nanative process of observation and elucidation, as the storyline shifts fixxn an em^^asis 
on the storyteller, to the experience of discovery, and ultimately, to an allowance of the 
bear’s own narrative. While Lopez does not presume to tell the bears’ story, he does 
present the possiWe means by whidi the animals express their own existence. Their 
‘speech’ is realized through an acute awareness of possitnlity, an unrestricted intimacy with 
the potential that is the polar bear.
One of the crudal steps in this program is the limited de-authorization of western science. 
Throughout his descriptions cf what sdence has been able to discern about pdar bear 
behavior, L x^z  qualifies his presentation with the limitations of the emprical approach. 
‘The polar bear is only lately known to science, and not yet wdl’’(Arctic 80). A scientific 
^proach, repdete with its limitations, ranains a powerful narrative force however, one 
which enables the reader to bridge the immediate emptiness naiveté in the Arctic terrain 
of the polar bear. Lopez’s account of our relationship with the bear leads next into a short, 
encyclopedic presentation of what can be defined about the bears, facts, figures, etc. in 
sudi a way that what is prominent is more what is left uncovered, than what is firmly 
established. The priority in this section rests upon the descriptive capadty of knowledge 
gained through observation, and its ability to lead towards a recognition of the indfable, 
unquantifiable el«nents that arise from an intimacy with bear behavior. Human presence as 
architects of this body of infcxmation occurs infrequently, and then only in positions where 
their own attempts to formulate definitive information are frustrated. Lopez backs away 
from any personal involvement as an ̂ jparent narrator, casting his voice through the 
example of an American scientist whose failure to measure bear heat loss with infrared and 
ultravidet film led to an unexpected lesson in the complexity of their heat regulation 
system. Almost by proxy, Lopez turns up as storyteller in the qualification of human
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knowledge offered by the English traveler Robert Brown in 1868: “I cannot help thinking 
(that) the impressions which we have imbibed regarding the polar bear . are due more to 
old notions of what it ought to be rather than what it w..."(83, emphasis original)
Without clearly delineated projects of human power within this descriptive exercise, the 
role of authorizing subject begins to shift away frmn humans and towards the bear. What 
we are aWe to say about them objectively, about their physical systems and measurements 
is an articulatirm of where we must begin our attempt to engage the bears in an atmosphere 
of dialogue. Our own ability to narrate this rdatkmship is suspect, critically limited by its 
insistence on asserting fixed meaning and identity within the measurable extonal world.
We have insisted on relating polar bears with other members of the bear family, creatures 
with whom they share a general appearance, but from whom they divo-ge considerably in 
all otho- fields of definition: “We call than both ‘bears,’ but when you see a polar bear 
surface quietly in a lead, focus his small brown eyes on a sleeping bearded seal, draw 
breath soundlessly, and submerge without a riffle, you wonder at the insouciance with 
which we name things” (86). What is at stake here is the ability to move beyond the 
narrowne^ of our epistemologiad exclusiveness and monologic ascription of knowledge 
and power. As Lopez recognizes, and asks us to admit, what can be known about Ursus 
maritimus is expanded by what can be said about pisugtook through the experience of 
native Arctic peoples as related by their observations, myths, and art Through this attempt 
to refashion the narrative formation of our relationship with die polar bear, our Euro- 
american epistemology is cfiened beyond its traditionally self-imposed bounds, combined 
with a reflexive examinaticsi of ourselves as observers, and suRilemented with alternate 
perspectives. In the admission c f this multiplicity Lopez suggests we’ll find a more 
appropriate communion between the narratives of interior and external landscapes.
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Ultimately, this balance functicms as a result of the acquiescotce to presence of the bears, 
of the external landscape, as agents in a dialogue Of place and interdependence. While 
acknowledging the desirability of oigaging nature in a dialogic relationship, environmoital 
writers encounter the theoretical challenges to enacting sudi a propositiaa. Almost 
inevitably, it seems, we are faced with the (m^xisition of assigning srane form of inhment 
or elemental virtue to the elements of nature in rader to turn them into recognized,
‘speaking’ subjects. In so doing, we cast wolves for instance, as the so-called voice of the 
wild. However, this position need not be so dependent upon fundamentalist energies. As 
Roman Cdes reminds us, Theodor Adorno challenges that “if thought really yielded to the 
object, if its attention were on the object, not on its category, the very objects would start 
talking under the lingering eye”(Coles 238). Lopez continues in this vein, amassing the 
physical and ineffable presence of the polar bear within the shared Arctic landscape, and 
admitting this as the emanations of the bears’ active agency in the oeation of presence and 
meaning within the landscz^.
‘T o  follow a bear, or amply to follow in its tracks, is to ‘reeeally learn something’ ” (Arctic 
97). The passages d* a bear through its territory are cast as manifestaticms of its presence, a 
catalog of the structures which acquire significance through their interaction with the pdar 
bear.
A set of tracks might show where a bear had leaped into the air and crane down 
headed in another direction — and you would look around for evidence of what 
surprised iL .Frcsh tracks turning into a firari might make no sense until you saw a 
bird rookery, beneath which the bear had scavenged dead birds . Another set of 
tracks might turn suddenly and continue in an unerring line, and an aglu, a seal’s 
breathing hole, would be there at the end, with signs of the bear’s patient waiting, 
(ibid.)
Here then, Lopez cranpletes the shift away from nramative emprical observation and 
desraiptirai, and presents the bear as the teller of its own narrative. He seems to have 
sidesteM^ed the quandary attached to granting a legitimate speaking identity to the non­
human through a shift in the terms of what Euro-american epistemology is willing to admit
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as language and the reception of language- In his ranove frcsn the emphatic tone of 
acquisiticx) and closure which characterizes the discourse of natural science, Lopez allows 
that the observable and mysterious features which we have apjneheiKled seem to be what 
the hearsays, and what we have learned through science is chiefly what the bear has told 
scimce. As such, the distinction between subject and obÿect has begun to dissolve, and the 
human-bear interrelationship is more conscientiously described through a competition of 
multiple, dialogic narratives.
There is something of a crucial implicatiœ in this last phrase. Contemporary 
preservationist rhetoric often urges us to “get back in touch with nature”, to find restoration 
in the things nature can “say” to us. Implicit in these recommendations is the distance 
between human and natural which informs expro[»iative attitudes towards nature. In fact 
there is no dialogue in these supposed moments of speech; what nature has “to say” 
depends entirely on what we expect it to say. If we enccamter nature expecting solace, 
restoration, or a sense of communion at odds with our everyday life, we are closing down 
the significance of nature. Nature’s contribution to the narrative is rdegated to a reflection 
of our own prior definition its capacities and these capacities are necessarily an 
opposition to more human expoience. By moving away frcxn the authoritative voice of the 
omnisdent narratcn- and the certainty claimed by scientific descriptirai, Lopez subverts tins 
closure and in so doing fashions a challenge for would-be narrators of a placed ecology. 
Successfully fashioning a narrative of inclusion is to introduce an awareness of dialogue; 
where there is a dialogue, there are separate partners. By opening our understanding of 
nature to a sense of dialogue we admit the possibility that our presence does not necessarily 
imply control. The meanings we can find in our relationship with nature are not limited to 
ascribed, reactionary values but are instead potentially undefined. This lack of closure 
introduces a sense of ]!̂ ay into our construction of a language and understanding of nature. 
Though the form of Lopez’s text is not open in the post-structuralist sense of literary and
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textual analysis, the epistemology that he presents hr^xs to move towards an infinite 
postponement of resolution. Knowledge, language, and their ensuing positicms of 
authority are all indeterminate factors in the construction of the polar bear narrative.
For this turn to be accomplished with any sense of integrity requires an advanced sense of
intimacy in our relaticmship with our partners in die creation of the lan d sc^ . In some
ways this returns us to the dilemma over the assertion of intrinsic valire in nature.
However, if narrative serves as a means to vcnce the value we give to nature even as we are
a part of it, our antfaropcx»nUic description of the landscape will suffer less frcan
impositicms c£ instrumaital value and benefit frcxn a pcrcqrticm that reccmstructs empirical
objectivity from within a system of rdationships (Ncxton 222). Lopez outlines the
potential that narrative plays in this construction of this relational syston based upon his
expoience with traditional stcxytdling:
The exterior landscape is organized according to prindples or laws or tendoides 
beycmd human control. It is understood to contain an integrity that is beyond 
human analysis and unimpeachaWe. Insofar as the storyteller depicts various subtle 
and obvious relationships in the exterior landscape accurately in his story, and 
insofar as he cxdos Aem alcmg traditicmal lines o( meaning to create the narrative, 
the narrative will ‘ring true.’ The listener who ‘takes the story to heart’ will feel a 
pdrvasfve sense of ccmgruence within himself and also the world. (Crossing 66)
The task cf a storytdler, ex a western environmental writer who would fashicm such an
inclusive ethic of {dace, should be to open up a realizaticm of the natural order’s inherent
and undelineated complexity, and pnhaps an acceptance of the mystery that accompanies
the knowledge that we caimot know  everything. Language in this instance is a ‘natural’
place, meeting informed expectations without limiting the outcomes in natural relationships
to nominal prescriptions for resolution. Inclusive narratives craft playful landscapes by
escaping frcmi dualistic determinations of us/them, or instrumental/intrinsic value, or
subject/object 4
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Lopez is building cn his sense of the function of narrative in ‘traditional’ cultures, 
presenting the breath expraience crucial to narrative as a means to expand Western 
epistemologies of nature. His emphasis however is a presentation of an understanding of 
landscape based iqxxi narrative, rather than on (daying out the espousal d* Native American 
lifestyles as paragons of ecological harmony. This trope has its own Irmg history in non- 
tribal literatures, and in many cases is not so far from the ru^ul admiration of the 'noble 
savage’ so prevalent in the idealism of earlier centuries. To its detriment, the non-native 
environmental cranmunity has frequently relied oa stereotyped and erroneously essratialist 
depictions of Native Americans in their attempt to foster a Euro-american ediic of ecological 
respcmsibility. During the nineteen-seventies, even the Federal govwnmait turned the actor 
Iron Eyes Cody into a generic icon of the aggrieved Indian, the American innocence lost to 
modem industry and waste. Cody’s buckskin dad Indian, like the Navajo, Hopi, or 
Tagish onulated by Choiey, Snyder, and others, bore only superficial semblance to any 
actual Indian culture. In truth, the properties and values reflected in his teary gaze were 
only ours; the vista he wept at was the absence of our ideal selves.
As a popular myth, this attempt at onpathy negates tens of thousands o( years during 
which the indigenous people of this ocmtinent have manipdated and managed their 
envircmments. In so doing they have gained extensive experience in the cran|riex 
rdationships which inform their human existence. Admiring their harmony with the Earth 
misses the point What is to be considered favorably is their ability to manage and 
manipulate the landscape successfully for so long. Integral to this process is recognizing 
the indivisibility of human and ncm-human cultures, and the construcdcn c^ legitimizing 
narratives which gives authcxity to the non-human vcHces. The ravding of intimate 
experience and imagination through narrative estaWishes a sustainaUe myth of presence
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within a deeply understood place, and expands the definiticxi c f place to include the human 
culture appropriate to its ecological diaracteristics.
Because his presoitations of Native American narrative, values, and experiences doesn’t 
propose their wholesale adoption into a Biro-american ethic of i^ace, L c ^ z  is more 
successful than many other writers sA integrating these c^ten crxnpetitive ̂ istondogies. 
Through his discussions of tribal narratives, he emphasizes the rde  language and literature 
I^ay in the relationship a culture estaWishes among the demœts of its place. Im|riicit 
widnn this emphasis is an s^roving acceptance d  alternative ways d  knowing nature and 
ourselves. Lopez posits a revised sense of language as the chief means by which we may 
move away from the narrowly empiridzing emphasis d  Euro-american belief systems.
Our language in this instance may be English, French, German, or perhq)s Lithuanian; 
widiin the experience d  our culture over the past half millennia or so, our ccxnmon 
language has come to be the vdce d  an epistemdogy intractaWy bound up in the tenets d  
empiricism and objectivity handed down by the Enlightenment and in the p^qudice against 
natural autcmomy estaWished by {ne-Enlightenmoit Christian thedogy. Those who caimot 
share in this language cannot, by definition, share in the autiKxity it represents. One major 
consequence d  this self-tdlexive construction d  legitimation has been the subordinaticm of 
non-iestrictive means of estaWishing knowledge and power. With the demise d  narrative 
as an empowered vehicle d  expuessirm, the Euro-american sense of, and use d ,  language 
has become a closed system, subjecting itself only to its own criteria for relevance.
As such, our language attributes meaning to die external worid, dfering representations of 
reality as we expierimce it in disrrete, measuraWe increments. Historically, our view of 
language has assigned it a status secondary to the existence d  an external order, a tool for 
describing that which always already exists. The essentialism d  this pxisition becomes
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something of a habit, as we see in Cheney’s insistence on a different pre-existing 
foundation from which the human vcxce has stmehow became detached. A more accurate 
reversal is imj^ed in the multiplicity which informs Lopez's sense of language and its 
connection to story and the construction of external landscapes. In so doing he c^rposes 
our linguistic history in much the same sense that Steven Tyler describes in his 
cormdMation of nanative “as the ‘maker of the world, not its mirrw . The worid is what 
we say it is, and what we speak is the world’’’(Vizenor 4). The active a ^ n t in this 
framewwk is language; through a nanative of indusirm, language creates ‘traditicmal lines 
of meaning’ which reflect the wcmld through the complexity c^ human interdepeixlence and 
dialogic participation within its natural surroundings.
Language therefme is the key to any revisicm in our relaticmdiip to nature and the 
instrument in ccmstructing newly envisioned landscapes. Revising our linguistic 
t^proaches to nature effects a shift in the power structures which etxlow hierarchy and 
order within our perceptions of the external world. As we attempt to move away from the 
commodifying, ‘Other-ing’, language metrcqxWitan capital, which reduces any landsoqm 
to exploitable natural (and human) resources, we move doser to the narratives sup: )̂re8sed 
under the weight this instrumentalist and totalizing world view. All of these directicms 
place bioregionaUsm, and or more specifically, an ecological epistemology based upon 
narratives of inclusive identity, in parallel with the critical energies post-modernism has 
brought to bear upon metropc^itan, mod^nist culture in general. Central to this critical 
discourse is the utxiermining of the unifying, central myth which legitimizes modem 
civilizaticm’s authority. As this grand myth is no longer perceived as inviolable, the 
narratives suppressed under its imposed authority are givar increasing critical power.
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Biwegionalism's attempt to supfdant the power of metropolitan capital hinges upon the 
reconfiguration language as part of this critical a^^xoech. In his discussion of Arctic 
Dreams. Rtxnand Coles cites Theodore Adorno's discussion of the prevalent denial (tf 
nature's vcMce in Euro-american culture as revealing a fundmnental rejection of humanity’s 
thorough entwinement with the landscape as an extralinguistic world. T o  deny this 
entwinement - to deny nature, that which is qualitatively specific in our own and other 
bodies, the otherness within and around us - is to bind oursdves to a quest fcx an abstract 
and empty sovereignty that destroys the worid and is self-ckfeating”(Coles 231). 
Ccmtinuing this denial, acccxding to Adorno, consigns our culture to an obliviousness to 
that which we insist on labeling “Other”, and eventually will result in our willingness to 
destroy that which we are unable to recognize as having an instrumental value. Such 
destruction “simultaneously reduce(s) the potential richness of our own beings” and our 
enjoyment cf a real freedom “inseparaWe from and dialogically intertwined with the fertility 
and richness of the world, a freedcxn that implies and affirms the freedom and flourishing 
of other beings”(231-2). Lopez would add “dignity” to this last, and Coles further 
elaborates Lopez's relationship to diis “negative dialectic” formulated by Adorno.
Acocxding to Cc^es, Lopez opens up intellectual and spiritual perspectives which challenge 
the dominant trend towards classification and objectificaticm. Lopez uses science, but 
recognizes its limit and abjures from closed definiticms of the otherness he seeks to 
understand and convey. The mystery, richness and freedcxn nature are admired and 
preserved in the areas where human and non-human intersect in a continuous state of 
exchange and encroachment
Lopez creates narrative as the space where this dialogue takes place. The assemblage of 
perspectives and inteqxetations presented in Arctic Dreams opais up our epistemdlogy of 
closure in an arena where different attempts to explain, order, and live within a landscape
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compete for authority. The competition remains unreserved, yet the definitions oiu- culture 
has brought to the Arctic environment are revealed as increamngly suspect. Evoi our 
attempts to ascribe the order measurable time are frustrated in this terrain; how can we 
define ‘day’ in a [Tace where the sun alternates between continuous presarce and 
continuous absence? ‘The idea that the sun ‘rises in the east and sets in the west’ simply 
does not ap^y. The thought that a ‘day’ consists of a morning and a forenoon, an 
aftonoon and an evening, is a convention, one so imbedded in us we hardly think about it, 
a conventicm d* our literature and arts. The patton is not the same here” (Arctic 20). And 
yet the histmy Euro-american experience with nature, especially in the western 
hemisphere, and even more acutely in the Arctic, has been to attempt an imposititm of just 
such an ordering.
The frailty in Euro-american attempts to bend the Arctic terrain to fit our intellectual 
predisposition shows clearly in Lopez’s historical account of our attempts to define this 
unfamiliar world. As with the case of the polar bears, “(w)e know more about the rings of 
Saturn than we do about the narwhal ” (jArctic 128). Our scientists have been aWe to 
determine critical but essmtially minimal information about this creature’s habits and needs. 
While the vastness of the unknown and unknowable world of the bear and the narwhal may 
elude defmiticm, in the day to day worid of managing the Arctic, we interpret this absence 
or dd'initi ve data as a material judgment in and of itself. Lcpez and the self-critical 
biologists he prctfrles ruefully acknowledge this com^icated momentum towards asserting 
useful explications, ‘The kernel of indisputaWe information is a dot in space; interpretations 
grow out of the desire to make this point a line, to give it a direction”( 127). In the Arctic, 
perhaps as nowhere else on the planet, our attempts to evaluate the resource potential of the 
region demand this scientifically legitimated closure; all in a regioi where oirr science is 
fimdamentally challenged by its inability to move beyond the very edges of possible
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expnience, to grasp more than the slimmest hint oi its eccdogical ccMn|dexity. While the 
searches and studies continue, it is the prédisposition towards narrative dosuie diat 
prevents our imaginations and our langua^ from recognizing an authority in the ineffable. 
Our attempts at grasping the inscnitable woild of the narwhal fall short because cf our 
insistence tiiat the world be inherently definaUe, aixl that mystery be somehow 
unacceptable.
To pick up Adorno’s challenge Mice again, a subversion of this twidency towards closure
implies a recognition that nature’s substance lies predsdy in its evaaon of generalizations
and sweeping conceptualizations (Coles 238). The paradox in our attempt to form
linguistic relationships with the external world revolves arotmd facing a wOTld which
obtains language cmly through our efforts, yet offers a constant (low of signification (ibid.)
Lopez's essay “Landscape and Narrative” demcmstrates the expansion of human experience
when augmented by Adorno’s negative dialectic, wherein the rdaticmdiip between two
linguistically active subjects moves towads a continually delayed reooncàliation, where
neither has vsdue without the other, and towards a judgmmt engendoed by the paradox of
non/identity (I am both what is and what is not me, the other is both not me, and me). The
occasicm f<x the essay is a story told c^ an Alaskan hunter's experience with a wolverine,
one which turned at the tqi erf* each rise to watch the hunter as he drew nearer.
The hunter topped one more rise and met the wolverine bounding toward 
him. Before he could pull his rifle from its scabbard the wolverine (lew 
across the engine cowl and the windshield, hitting him square in the 
chest.. .The wolverine jumped clear as the snow machine rolled over, and 
fixed the man with a stare. He had not bitlm, not even scratdied the man. 
Then the wolverine walked away. {Crossing 62)
For Lopez, the effect of the described incident was to open up an understanding of the
things which cannot be fully understood within the landscape, within our encounters with
the nonidentical. The element of mystery activates our awareness of the engendering
tension which resides on that interstice between self and other. There can be no single.
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ddinitive meaning interpreted from this event, however, its presence within narrative offers 
an qien-ended, playful significance which informs the landscape shared by human and 
wolverine. Meaning in the lives of the storyteller, the listeners, and the original participants 
resides in the exchange of communication between hunter and hunted, and the ease with 
which these supposedly established roles are upset
The narrative of the wolverine establishes an expoience df a landscape infraraed by the 
recognized authority in its elemental features: the wolverine, the hunter, the snow, the 
terrain, and the way in which language links them together through authority endowing 
stories. The realization of non-human agency is not expressed as an occasion of oddity, a 
fluke of nature, but as one expected possibility within the community’s own comfWexity. 
The dramatic tension between the other ness a( the wolverine and its slipp%e into the 
idortity and experience of the hunter provcdces a sense of esseitial dialogue. “(I)n its 
creations/discoveries, in its discoveries of what it has not yet discovered, and in its 
discoveries of what it can never discover...both a reverence for the earth and a knowledge 
through which this reverence can become meaningful emerge”(Coles 243).
Reverence, knowledge, identity; as factors im]:didt within the transformation of a single 
event into cultural significance, their aklity to exert a transformative effect is realized 
through a continued performance of inclusive narrative. Narrative craistructed to emphasize 
these features preserves the qririt and the instance of dialogue, potentially reconciling our 
current polarized, envirraimaital moment of crisis. Through a knowledge discovered, 
related, and legitimized by narrative which posits an inter related engagemmit with our 
landscape, we achieve a “dignity that is ours when we cease to demand the truth and realize 
that the best we can have of those substantial truths that guide our lives is metaphorical - a 
story” {Crossing 71). However, it is necessary to maintain a critical posture within this
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attempted shift Truth in a dialogic landscape is not viable, nor approachable as a 
fundamental essence. It cannot be said to exist as prescriptive or essenüalizing statement of 
authority. What is important to realize at this point is that the totalizing authority of truth, 
its existence as a foundation statement, has been irrevocably altered. The ‘truth’ I believe 
hopez is discussing is more accurately realized as the integrity formed out of open-ended 
engagements in the fashitm of negative dialectics and as sudi operates against the 
instrumentalist narrative of use-value landsoqies and privileged human subjects. “Beycxid 
this - that interior landscape is a mets^hcmcal represaitation the exterior landscape, that 
the truth reveals itself most fully not in dogma but in the paradox, irony and contradictions 
that distinguish compelling narratives” lies bnly the cultural and pAyrical oMivion promised 
by Adorno to an society istdated from its entwinement with nature (iWd.),
While bioregicmalism in srane instances seans to share certain aspects of postmodanist 
critique, ctmtemporary criticisms of the expanding metrcqx^ity late model, or post­
industrial, capitalism do not account fw  this regicmalist respcmse based upon narrative 
knowledge. Even Cedes in his linkage of Lopez to Adorno recognizes the inadequacy of 
contemporary social critique to counta the conehticms which diey have successfully 
described. Over the past few decades, an ecological response steeped in Icxality has been 
presented as a means to step further beyond the craistraints of the established system in 
order to raise a critical. Marxist theory remains perhaps the most cogent criticism 
expressed from inside the established Euro-american system of thought, however its 
concern for dialectics within the evolving techncdogical society prevents it from accepting 
lines of criticism this society has long ago dismissed as “primitive” or “non-develcqred 
The distincticms between these critical movements are emphatically revealed by their 
epistemic rdatimship to pdace; an eccdogical regionalism advocates placed social intimacy 
and a cranplexity based on multi-vocal narrative while postmodernism remains a revision
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bound within a system already indifferent to locality and built upon the hcxnogenaty d* 
knowledge as coital. It is interesting to contrast this gulf by comparing the ethics of Lopez 
to those described by Jean Françms Lyotard, the prominent French postmodernist critic.
L y c ^ d  discusses the divergent frameworks for legitimizing knowledge, narrative and 
sdentifîc, in his 1979 text The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge. In it he 
recognizes the advancing c^talizaticm of knowledge as infonnaticm and the competency to 
trananit and utilize informatics as power. While aidemic to the hyper-techndization of the 
post-industrial age, what this develc^nnatt entails for satellite economic zones, sudi as the 
west, is an increasing disregard for the identity and validity local based systems of 
judgment, behavior, or definiticn. The atrility of a locality to assert denotative or 
prescriptive elements of knowledge is surrendered to the authority non-local 
assemblages of information and power. While this system's characteristics are a{^>arent 
enough, and also confronted by bioregionalism, the response suggested by Lyotard is to 
work toward channeling these developments in a direction potentially least harmful to those 
whose authcnty has been usurped. His redress is not to challenge the cultural rxmn, but to 
attempt to influence future develc^ents and mitigate potentially totalitarian tendencies.
Within his critique, Lyotard addresses the potential reinvigoraticai of an epistemology 
infused with narrative, but remains convinced that such a recourse would inevitably only 
serve "to the extent that the language game of science desires its statements to be true but 
does not have the resources to legitimate their truth on its own”(28). He is convinced that 
the subservience of narrative to the empiricizing demands cf science demonstrates its 
absence as a viable altonadve. In fact, he sees the inccxnmensurWrility of narrative 
knowledge with the prevalent scientific culture as inevitable because of the inherent refusal 
of narrative to enter into the self reflexive dialectic over legitimacy, a debate which forms
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the fundamental question of empirical culture (31). For Lyotard, “narrative as the validity 
of knowledge” is unaWe to maintain a position o( either practical applicaticni or cognitive 
transmission, and is thus inadequate for the task o( competently creating norms of truth or 
justice (ibid). In other words, narrative as a tod for constructing idedogy is inappropriate 
because it doesn’t jrfay by the rules which have been established by Western “language 
games” for the legitimation of the structures of meaning. And yet Lyotard relies cm a 
markedly essentialist view of narrative epistemologies and cultures. He seems to igncne the 
dialogic pocess Aat goes into the creation of a narrative conceptualization d^ landscsqre, for 
example; “a culture that gives precedence to the narrative form doubtless has no more of a 
need for spedal procedures to authorize its narratives than it has toremanber its past”(22). 
Lyotard relies on a belief that narratives are static remnants oi some mythic time when all 
information was dispensed. He discounts the active inter-penetraticMi between human 
ccmstructors of narrative and the criteria of integrity imposed upon their narrative by 
continuing experience.
Fundamentally, the gtq) between narrative bioregicmdism and Lyotard’s postmodernism 
results from Ae latter’s insistence on maintaining the language games he seeks to subvert. 
Postmodernism, while admitting to seme reflexive criticism of this position, upholds Ae 
instrumentalist Astincticm between Ae speaking subject and measurable object c f 
knowledge, where the subject’s authority has been determined and defined by its presence 
within established norms of Euro-american Ascourse. Remaining attached to this 
inivileging AT speaker, oitic, overarching system actually works against any attempt to 
open Euro-american epistonndogy to a more polyvocal inclusiveness. The “other” may be 
allowed to speak, but this speech is consistently pre-judged and the oAer remains an oAer.
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A iHoregionalism informed by a narrative contribution to knowledge, on the other hand, 
attempts to establish oiteria for legitimation that are based on more diqxarate and 
observable inteiactiCHis with a local environment and (m a valorization of multiple human 
and environmental histories. This response may seem idealistic from the perspective of 
Rationalist thought, however it must be rememb^ed that the bioregionalist proposal is for a 
cultural renaissance driven by an altmiative epistemcdqgy. Indeed, the potential for 
revision along these lines cannot help but stumble over the practicality of enfœcing such 
thorough shifts in thinking and behavior. Questiois of authority will continue to plague 
bioregionalist endeavors as the genuine {nesoice of multi-vocality becomes harder and 
harder to grasp. However, its goal remains where knowledge is not managed as an 
accelerating aspect of capital, but to build a human culture where knowledge is recognized 
through a dialogic ecological presence, rather than as an aspect competing programs d* 
power.
For Lyotard, postmodernism is the instability c f individually authorized history (Nicholls 
4), wherein “knowledge presu[poses precisely the neat separation cd its own discourse 
from the object c f knowledge”(5). Curiously, this position declines to alter the 
subject/object dichotomy which has proven philosophically trouWesome, especially for 
ecdogists. Given this, the future according to Lyotard is: delocalized, as information 
needs no hmne and can be exchanged globally without regard to local characteristics; de- 
mythdogized, as legitimation becomes individual, and by extension, institutional; 
absolutely metropolitan, as value will not be ascribed to things outside of the new 
{xoductivity. ‘This is what the postmodern is all about Most people have lost the 
nostalgia for the lost narrative”(Lyotard 41). What's left is a legitimacy based on an 
individual's own alxlity to compete linguistically, and to participate in the extended 
construction of authority along with eveiyone else's individual communicability. The
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sustaining oiviitmment, that which must be described, settled, and employed fœ future 
generations, is information. Databanks are “‘lature’ (or the postmodern man” (51). 
Lyotard's recourse to the crisis represented by this techndogized visicm of society is to 
ensure that everyone has access to the databanks, an adjustmoit in language games, an 
c^)«iing the means of discourse to everyone (64-5). Attendant to this is an increasing 
refdacemoit d* permanent social institutions with temporary ccmtracts, flexible ccaistructs of 
"metaprescriptives” ctmfined to particularized time aixi space. The increased distance 
between modem humanity and nature enforced by both the modem condition and Lyotard’s 
prescription can only result in further divorce between western society and western 
landscqx. The physical contact may remain, but already we see a growing tendency 
towards an appreciation of the westem environment not as inseparable partner in a life 
giving dialogue, but as a recreation site and playground where contact with the landsc*q)e is 
mediated by the otgects and techniques of (xmsumer society. While an ancillary to the 
traditional objectiflcation of westem resources, the maitality of commodification continues.
It is somewhat difficult to conceive of a postmodern oivironmoitalism that is not bound by 
the movonent’s pdarized reaction to late-model capitalism. It has beoi suggested that the 
radically confrontational attitudes adopted by such groups as EarthFirst! have a congruity 
with postmodem ideals. However, their attempts to defend the environment consistently 
rely on viitually the same ideological foundations which infwm their extractive opposition. 
The environment remains a passive and essentialized system where human values are 
reflected by Üieir very absence. While beset by its own set of problons, the directicsi 
indicated by bioregionalism makes scxne significant steps towards a more ecologically 
sound epistemology of nature. Aspects cf an inter-relationship with nature grounded in an 
inclusive identity could move beyond the linear oppositions ctf subject/object, 
human/resource by recasting the basis for our construction of landscapes. As much as
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these two critical directions may work in differing directicms, it seems especially fruitful to 
play their energies upcm/against each oAer, in the manna* of competing narratives of 
knowledge. Lyotard reminds us that the legitimation of knowledge and power are 
ultimately evading our grasp and that we are too unconfotable with the idea d~ living in a 
world that is an open, unreserved text Perhaps within the exaggerated emphasis on 
information in our current culture is an incipient point of maximum tensicm, an overload 
where the contestation of narrative finally overwhelms the tendency to induce oppositions, 
dualities, and closures.
Perhaps, though again his texts do not offer a radical departure from resolution in form or 
style, Barry Lopez’s stories and essays point towards this direction from within their 
content As polar bears and narwhals evade ultimate definition, and their authority as 
agents in the creation of their own landscapes are recognized, so are the human 
constructors of knowledge and narration inevitaWy fragile within this space. As his 
audience our epistemological stubbornness figures prominently in his literary appeals, 
perhaps most eloquently in his short story ‘The Buffalo.” This concise tale offers a 
distilled example of Lc^rez’s subversicxi of the totalizing power of Euro-american 
empiridsm and insistence upon hierarchical organizations of subjects and objects. In the 
story, a club of tum-of-the-century Coloradans asks a group of Arapaho Indians to 
augment the white version of the regicm’s history ‘The white settlers were concerned that 
during the years when the white man was moving into the area, and the Indian was being 
extirpated, a coiflict in historical records arose such that the white record was incomplete 
and possibly in error”( Wi/irer 33).
Modem society’s current mythological exhaustion, most prominent in its relaticmship to the 
landscape, mirrors this ficticMial perspective. Bioregionalism suggests a direction which
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will not complete the “white record”, but may supplant it with a competition of records, 
some scientific, scxne experiential, some mysterious. The Arapaho respond to the settlers’ 
request by relating a historical narrative about their 1845 encounter with a herd buffalo
which climbed into the mountains while singing a death song, eventually diszqrpearing into 
the high clouds. Confused with tiiis departure frcxn rational empiricism, “the white people 
at the 1911 meeting said they did not understand the purpose of telling such a sttxy. The 
Arapaho said this was the first time the buffalo had tried to show them how to climb out 
through the sky ”(34).
Peihaps this escape, from the constrictions of our limited landscapes, is what is prcffered 
through Woregicmalist narrative, and narrative bioregionalism. The addition of an attitude 
which grants that our identity is part of an inclusive participatiai with the external 
landscape necessitates a thorough responsilnlity for maintaining the dialogic integrity within 
our community. An ethic of place, affirmed through narrative, offers a direct exposition to 
present Amoican culture in the west as characterized by its rootless populaticxi, boom-bust 
economic cycles dependent upon extractive market forces, and distance from political 
colters. While emphasizing the dependence of human culture upon its intimacy with a 
locality, Gary Snyder has expressed the sustaining universality that such a perspective 
entails: “Dedding to settle, paradoxically, makes you completely universal. Until you 
decide to settle down you don't belong anywhere. If you dont belong anywhere, you 
don't belong to the planet” (Nordstrom 157). By positing a new ethics dependent upon 
place and informed by an inclusive epistemological authority, it seems that Barry Lopez 
hopes to hand down a vision of a society in the west which escapes its historical course 
charted by extractive mentalities and a refusal to admit to responsiUe living within the 
landscape. These lessons may seem revolutionary from the perspective of the current order
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and its accustomed critiques, but they seem to offer a distinctly (ytimistic vision for 
sustainable human culture within the region.
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ChofOer Four: John McPhee and Jattes Galvin Dialoging the Land
The argument between critical methodologies in our way cS apprdiending nature is far from 
academic. While its tenets may seem esoteric, we must remember that to a very large extent 
the criticism of arvironmental literature reflects a criticism of not only the straies we tdl 
about nature, but the way in which we imagine these stories. In this way, the criticism, 
p e r h ^  m<xe than the sk%ies, is extremely germane to this ciment period in the histcny of 
the west Ultimately, the poststructural tMm language game” fails to capture the intensity 
of the conflict betweoi instrumenalist voces of natural resource measuiemoits and 
expropriations, and the reflexive counter daims raised by enviromnental activists. And to 
go one stq) furdier, to move around and beyond the polarity of these entrenched pomtiois 
seems more and more to <^er the only hope for regioial lifestyle with ecological integrity 
and human significance.
The ongong debate over bioregionalison’s potential for offering this revision continues in 
attempts to form a pragmatic politics and in the ideological explorations expressed through 
the literature of western spaces. Themes articulated in the co-incident critiques raised by 
feminian, poststructuralism, and deccmstruction c^ten wort with an envircmmental 
awareness in the attempts to fashicm a new ‘ecocriticism’ which will enable us to write, 
read, and to live, with a provocative ecological voice. This new critical initiative, and its 
apparent associahrai with w  at least indusion of Woregionalism, allows us to read some 
recent environment^ texts in potentially invigorating ways, but it also raises a series of 
devel(^ing concerns about the very nature of an ecocritical aMXoach. Questions about the 
isolationism potentially inherent in btoregionalism as well as the considerable dilemma over
53
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the authenticity of a given regional voice surface in a number of recent texts. Some o[ diese 
directions and tensicns shared by Barry hopez and postmodernist thought come to light in 
the works of other current writers, notably John McPhee and James Galvin.
McPhee’s book Rising Frcsn The Plains presents as a very eloqumt appreciation of the 
west’s esoteric gecdogy, but even more so, combines this sciwtific study of earthly time 
with a study of the modem experience in Wyoming as it is revealed through individual and 
cultural mythic narratives. He does this through a interweaving of the lessons he leams 
frmn eminent field geologist David Love during several seasons of highway wanderings 
and a seies of biographical and historic sketches from the Love family’s eighty year tenure 
in the state. In Love, McHiee finds his mythic protagonist, icon of the rugged qualities we 
have come to associate with the west, and respected master of the scientific means of 
uncovering an instrumental definition widiin the jumble of wild Wyoming rode. The myths 
serve McHiee well ; endowing each with a sense of dramatic presence, he is able to 
undermine the authority that each has brought to the process of constructing the western 
landscape.
From the cmset, McHree revitalizes the perfecting myth about a region that is “still very 
much the Old West” when Love’s mother emigrates to the region in 1905. It is the modem 
century, the ̂  of progress and unprecedented techndogical expansion, yet Wyoming, in 
McPhee’s depiction, remains foremost a historical process, a place where the mythic 
images cf westem mggedness just barely suffice to preserve human life against raging 
storms, the unfmgiving terrain, and, not least, bank foreclosures. Decades later David 
Love, dressed in horsehide jacket, two gallon Stetson, and repairing his leaky air mattress 
with evaporated milk, lives up to the expectations of a romantically defined westem figure. 
The point of McPhee’s dramatizations is to convince us cf Wyoming’s coimection to the
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narrative structures which traditionally have defined the west as an arena cf exaggerated 
challenge, a ]:dace where the extreme is the norm, "not scane mild place like Baffin 
Island*(6). By recounting the Love family’s experience with oudaws, wildcat oil drillers, 
influmza epidemics, econcanic cdlapse, and above all, the land, McPhee revitalizes the 
definitive authcaity of our frontier myth. He makes certain diat his readers see the Loves 
as the legitimate inherittas of thdr jiriace, endowed Manifest Destiny to pick up the 
colorful story of the (dace and add their own narrative of (xiwer and extraction. From this 
foundatitxi, McPhee is able to destaWlize our narrative c f westem history and undermine 
the force with which this singular, totalizing interpretaticm has shaped our culture and its 
landsc^ .
The landscs^ of the west, constructed in these terms, aj^iears as a very inhuman place, 
inhospitaWy alien to the im(X)sition c f Euro-american ideology. A significant part of the 
rcxnance has beoi the rigor and stamina of our (dmeer ancestors as they faced wind so 
strong it Mew sheq> into Montana, and drove settlers insane (65). Inhumanity, alien-ness; 
these are the (irojections cd* a culture unaMe to cofKrefitUaiize its surroundings in anything 
other dnm oppositional, instrumental judgments. The actual story <d the modem Euro- 
american (xesence in Wyoming is less like the (lerfecting myth and mwe like a com(dex fall 
frcsn grace. Here, where we would have great herds c f cattle grazing across the rolling 
high desert basins, we now have sageMush flourishing in overgrazed sections and wood 
aster, a non-native species of low tree which works u(xm the limestone foundation c f these 
basins to systematically s(iread selenium (xnsoning to livestock, and pieopde. Wyoming’s 
iccmic totems, the brcsic rider and his ranging cattle are the unwitting but culjxiMe parties in 
the (wisoning of the land with “one of the ingredients of nerve gas”(8).
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While challenging the popular mytbtWogy that surrounds westem identity and culture, 
McPhee finds a particularly ccunmendaUe westerner in David Love. It is Love who relates 
the stcxy of the aster-selenium combination, a typical moment in the scientist's 
comprehensive cataloguing of the surrounding terrain. Love is in some measure 
emblematic of the type informed habitant favored by bioregionalists. His ccmnections to 
the surrounding land forms are elaborated by academic knowledge that is cmnpounded by 
an ejqieriential intimacy, built up over years of close observation and interpretation of the 
natural features which have informed his life. As a child. Love began to appreciate the 
“obvious and close ccmnection between bedrock gedogy and ranching” ( 103). Through 
geology, McMiee begins to unravel the processicaial order whidi links past to present. The 
relationdiip between measuring the land as resource base and the ensuing use of these 
resources brings the Old West to meet New West in one unending cultural experience. 
Pivotal within this is the recognition of the physical terrain and the attempts to ccxnprehend 
this terrain as an expressible, and accessible landsczqx. David Love’s entire life has been 
spent trying to decipher the narrative told by the land, or in less foundationalist terms, 
trying to tranter into human voice the relationships between time, terrain, and life which 
are expressed in the strata of the earth. Bounded by a Raticmalist epistemdogy. Love is an 
active partidpant in the construction of an «npirical, evaluative, and non identical 
perception of nature. The chief purpose of this landsc*^ is then assigned through 
evaluaticms of use value and manipulated for human satisfaction. Love is some sraise one 
of the myth makers.
However, McPhee turns this about with a bit of reconfigured westem mythology. By 
adding geologic histc^ not only a cranponent in this modem human experioace but a 
counter voice to it as well, McPhee sets up a competition o f narratives that leaves each and 
all in diminished authmity. If to Bernard DeVoto's maxim, "history is an exfxession of
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geogr^hy, and weston geogi^hy is violent," we add an acknowledgment titat geography 
is just the surface effect, the politics erf gee^ogy, we're beginning to aRxeciate McPhee's 
stance towards Wyoming. Geografrfiically, Wyoming is an arbitrary, artificial 
construction, one erf the country's two states marked out squarely in straight lines and right 
anises. To McPhee, these boundaries cmly appear arbitrary. “(This) could be looked upon 
as an affrcmt to nature, an utterly political cemception, an ignoring erf die outlines of 
physiographic weuids, in disregard erf rivers and divides” (28). However, as he learns 
through David Love, topographic features such as the rivers, ranges, and divides 
cmunonly espoused as natural borders, are extremely temporary in the long term scheme 
(rf things, and “in some ways unworthy as boundaries, which are meant to imfdy a 
durability that is belied by the functicm of rivers and divides. They move, they change, and 
they go away”(ibid.).
It’s interesting that McPhee at this moment does not to evoke John Wesley Powell 
advocacy of a pditical division of the west according to the lines of watersheds. His denial 
erf the durability of such natural boundaries seems to fly in the face (rf the resuirecticxi of 
Powell’s ideas by contemporary regicxialists. Instead McPhee clearly elaborates a stance 
which counters the very validity erf this fundamental demarcaticm, this definition of ‘place’. 
A riverbed ot drainage divide practically serves the same pmpose as any grid division, and 
adv(xaiting such an adjustment p e rh ^  is too easy of an answer, one which seems to avoid 
more crucial issues surrounding our management of water resources far irrigation and 
industrial use. Such an attitude would arguaWy be within McPhee’s skeptidsm of attempts 
to provide totalizing definition through any master narrative, as expressed in his subversion 
(rf westem romance and emfnrical authority’s d(uninance as perfecting myths for the 
region. McPhee's rejectitm of the impropriety (rf Wyoming's nearly square borders serves 
as his em]rfiatic reminder that all human demarcations of territory are ultimately political.
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While McPhee introduces a fragmented sense of the central westem narratives, and 
attempts to introduce some measure of alternative ways o[ understanding western places, 
his syspicicm of bioregicmaiist demarcations kings up srane potaitially trouUing aspects of 
the ethic's tenets. By recognizing that the creation of political entities along the lines rivers 
and divides is potentially no less arbitrary than the surveyw's sextant and straight rule, 
McPhee challenges the authority of even this attempt to claim sde legitimacy over regional 
voice. Whose definition, it seems McPhee wishes us to consider, will be accepted as the 
authentic construction d* a regional landscape? Whose vdce is the definitive regional vcace? 
Are we to accept Abbey’s vision d  a depopulated, gmder limited Southwest for example, 
with its cattle ranches rqrlaced by mcxe esteemed ‘wild’ animals? Or, do the puWic lands 
ranchers so frequently at odds with the arvironmentalists have the legitimate voice? Those 
most frequently in favor d  scone koregionalist recoo^ructicm of the west usually have a 
particular ecological agenda that they feel is most appropriate fw the future. This position 
falls again into the pdarizing ctmundrum that besets our curroit crisis, desfnte all claims to 
the contrary. Would McF%ee’s vdce even be admitted into the new dialogue d  place in the 
west, hailing as he does freon mett^opolitan New York?
The potential (or isdationism and even a scot d  fascism in the creatrcm d  bicoegional 
landsciq^es are valid critiques of a promising (Ailoscyhy. McPkee isn’t entirely pessimistic 
in this regard, however. His combination of westem myth, empirical study, and (xagmatic 
revision leads consistently to an em ^asis cm the necessity of understanding erne’s local 
terrain, cm including it as an additional participant in the process of landscape construction. 
Furthermore, the arbitrary nature of McPhee’s boundaries dissuades any sense of 
isdationism. McHiee’s vision of Wyoming is bound only by the immense period of time 
that has gone into its physical creation. Infcamed human partidpaticm within this la n d sc ^  
leads to connections with the greater arid regicm, with history, and with the ccunmunity of
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those seeking to find sustainable culture in the broader west The individual experience 
related through the Love family’s chronicle of settling in Wyoming, and the 
appropriatoiess of gedogic study within this settlement contribute to an awareness of 
locality that is at odds not only with extractive, industrial capitalian eventually served by 
David Love, but with the cmtinuing delocalizing tendencies of postmodern culture.
McPhee must contend with the interdqrendence between these tendencies and the historical
use of rationalist science to support claims for the use value of the west’s natural resources.
The continuance of western society is inottricaWy linked to the empirical descriptions of its
landscapes. I say this because, if anything, the geologist probably has had more to do with
the shaping of Wyoming's character than the state's chosen mascot, the brcmc riding
cowboy. McHiee notes this salient connection betweot history and geology lies in the hard
choices necessitated by a culture built upon patterns of nahrral resource extraction.
This strip mine, no less than an erupting vdcano, was a point in the world where 
geologic time and human time intersected. Ordinarily, the close relationship 
between the two is madced...In this place though, geology bad ccwne up out its 
depths to j(Mn the present world, and, as Love would put it, all hell had broken 
loose. “How peo^e look at it depends on whose ox is bang gored,” be said, “If 
you’re in a brownout, you think it’s great. If you’re downwind, you don’t. 
Wyoming’s ox is being gored.” ( 185)
As in Lopez’s Arctic Dreams, the poWem lies not so much with the science but with the
politics attached to the use-value measurement of nature. While the ccmtinuation of geology
into human history is most cogently expressed by the extraction of oil, coal, mineral, ex*
even water, McPhee uses geology to build up a sense of grandeur in the processes which,
over forty-six hundred million years, have sheared the place we now call Wyoming.
Human presence becomes nearly insignificant in the grand scheme of things. McHree 
negatively diaracterizes the destruction occasioned by humans, but somehow the massive 
upheavals of stone, fire, and earth that accompany tectonic revolution are made to seem.
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well, enjoyable or at least awe inspiring. Gedogy, indeed all scioice, is cast first as the 
practical observadtm f^mcanena, and the i^ ica tio n  of this experience to the 
ccxistruction of an identity within a landso^ . While empiricism c^fws potential 
understanding, and unmasks human arrogance, it is limited without the potential relevance 
given by narrative (history, folklore, etc.). Within this, science becomes one of the 
possible means to dialogic relaticxiship with nature. Through a demythologized sense of 
stcxy, of narrative’s contribution to the establishment df culture and landscape, the 
sdentifîc measuranent in geology becomes the experience of place, its bistay and its 
immutable forces. The existence of the power plant tells one stay  ; the telling of tiiat story 
however, tells another.
What McF%ee makes abundantly clear in his interlay between human history, the 
caitempaary west, and gedogical exfidication is the significant realizatiai that our 
presence in the west, with all its mythic overtones, is entirely caiditioned by the physical 
forces inherent to the land. The multiplicity and inscrutability of these forces transcends the 
human lifespan, even the entire span of human time. Our continuance within a particular 
I^ace, say, Wyoming, is utterly dependent upon our ability to live within the effects of its 
cycles and ccnstraints. The tensions between this modem ideal and the reality of our past 
and present behavior form the integral subtext cS McPhee's narrative, as he plumbs the 
connections between science, modernity, and terrain.
James Galvin ap;xoaches the issue of place and its human habitation somewhat differently 
in his book The Meadow. On a structural level, the contrasts between the narratives are 
immediately ̂ parent. McPhee and Love are restless, wandering from place to place like 
itinerant cowboys. On exactly the opposite plain, Galvin draws us into a very specific
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locale and then never leaves heme. The sense of a withdrawal from the outside wcvld is
emphatic in the beginning pages of The Meadow.
The real w«id goes like this: Coming down frcm the high lake, timbered ridges in 
slow green waves suddenly stop and bunch up like patiently disappointed refugees, 
waiting for pwmission to start walking out across the open prairie towards 
Nebraska, where the waters come together and form an enormous island, large 
parts of three large states surrounded by water. The island never heard of states; 
the real world is the island. (3)
The effect isn't so much cme of isolationism, but of synecdoche; the island, the meadow is
one place within the larger world and the ccmcentration upon this place reflects on that
whcde. The crucial aspect of this island is the attempt to render its boundaries through
sdely natural features. The political demarcations of human presence assume a
subordinate, though present, role, as participation within this “island” is conditioned by the
primacy of its physical features. In this way the expansive sense of time which John
McPhee incoiporated into the narrative cmstruction of a landscape reappears in Galvin to
initiate the interdependencies between human occupants and the surrounding terrain. The
sense we have of the meadow, and o{ Galvin’s character, Lyle, both islands, depends
significantly on this depiction; their history is formed by narrative rather than by
measurement
Whereas McPhee finds a proMematic solace in the definition of places through accumulated 
information, Galvin presents a place that gains its significance and identity through 
experiential participation. The emfAasis being reversed, an informed presence within the 
landscape arises from the habits of a lifetime spent learning the patterns of seasons, flora, 
fauna, and matching the needs prescribed by a realized interdependence. Lyle’s landscape, 
ovotly admired by Galvin, speaks, or rather offers definite signs which relate its 
complexity. Here again is the tricky nub between recognition of an other-than-human 
authority in nature’s presence and a reliance on some foundaticmal, logocentric tendency 
which finds an original identity in nature. Galvin avoids this by opening the landscape
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definiticHi fxtxess iq} to a variety of human voices and the reflected presence Of nature in 
each Of these. The case Galvin makes is that the natural pdace, and by extensicm, the west, 
cannot be perceived as an inhuman landscape. Hace for Galvin is a human construct where 
natural forces and human energies intermingle in patterns established by affinity and 
intimacy. Since these are spedflcally attributes of human involvement, Galvin estaWishes 
Lyle as a model to d«nonstrate die potential for ccxitinuance within a place when we live in 
closer acccMd with the cycles and processes of the natural wwld. Lyle "lived so close to the 
real worid that it almost let him in”(3), and managed to sustain a life in the meadow longer 
than any of its previous human occupants.
In fact, much of Galvin’s book reads along this flne edge raised by already established
mythologies which exert tremendous influence upcm our process of perceiving the westem
landscape. His portrayal aS Lyle fœ exam]:de, in the breadth of his rustic ingenuity and
homespim wisdom, could too easily fall into the trap of new pastcnalism, a revised
optimism for Jeffersonian virtues and individual morality, only two centuries late. What
turns Lyle away firan this iconic existence is the intensity of his dialogue with his place.
U nargu^y, Lyle’s life is dqxmdent upon the success his amplified agricultural
manipulation of the land, ffowever, Lyle is not fixed by the impositicm of some extonal
value order which closes the potential meaning(s) to be found within the ecological
complexity of his surroundings. His hay meadow may not be measured in terms of
commercial wmth, or essentialist jnesence. Lyle’s meadow is the site o( an open ended
exchange of signs, between himself and the land:
“I’ve been staring at that confounded meadow and those idiot hills and lodgepole 
stands for over forty years now. I’m about done for and I’m still not sure I’ve seen 
any of i t  All 1 know is I’m damned tired d* looking at the scmofabitch.”
He thinks about how completely the meadow changes with respective seasons, how 
much it can change under light and clouds between two times he raises his eyes 
from his book and looks over the tops of his half-lens reading glasses. (53)
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The completed pcture whidi dudes Lyle is of himself as much as it is the meadow. In 
this sense there is no final resolution, cmly an awareness c^ the integrity inherent to the 
process of recognition and of becoming an intimate compcment a landscape.
Similarly, Lyle in many ways seems a beautiful image of the mythic westem hero. He 
acctxnplishes a level of oaft which is beyond the reach of most mortals, continuing to run 
farm equipnent that by all rights belcmgs in a museum. His hard work has not cmly hdped 
pull his family through the difficult years of the Great Depression, but given him an ability 
to approach wild creatures, to strdce the breast a bam swallow while digging postholes. 
But there are tensions that Galvin friaces against the desire to read Lyle in sue* a pofect 
way. His health, and ultimatdy his life, are undone by a dependence on hand rdled 
cigarettes and the lingering tragedies of his youth. His life has been a successicm of tragic 
losses frcxn which he never seems to quite recover. The beautiful objects he crafts are 
always made in pairs; we get the sense that one of each is intended for his long dead sister. 
Lyle seems to have been shattered by her suicide, and is never able to form lasting 
attachments. This isolates him frcxn even Galvin's notion cf community deepened by the 
expehmtce of ]face. When he dies, all the evidence of his craft and his worldly 
possessicms amount to an array cf garbage bags waiting to be cast away. The meadow, for 
all the years of Lyle's stewardship, passes into other hands as if the fifty years he spait 
with the land have affected nothing. “By the end he had nothing, as if loss were a fire in 
which he was purified again and again, until he wasn't a ghost anymore”(4).
The undercutting cf such mythic structures reveals Galvin’s attempts to define a 
bioregionalism that can maintain an emphasis on legality without admitting the 
epistemological limitaticms imposed by essentialist p^e-conceptions. Like McPhee, Galvin 
must also acknowledge a revision in the authority usually given to Rationalist empiricism
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through science’s determination of value within the lan d sc^ . Galvin however goes much 
further in his rejection d" science’s totalizing agency. In a manner reminiscent of Lopez, he 
posits that empirical knowledge finds its most af^ropriate significance when it is related 
through an inclusive narrative to the human experience of nature. Life and landscape are 
given definition by the ̂ prehension d  this inter-relaticHiship, and its influence on human 
society creates the conditicms for idœtity, and continuance. Galvin posits that the ability to 
define an inclusive landscape can most completely be gained through experience. Lyle's 
storehouse of emprical information, in some ways as encompassing as David Love's, 
becomes meaningful only as it is ̂ plied through craft and a kind of ecological 
responsibility built upon diligent participation in the landscqie. One of the diaracteristics 
of Lyle which we are meant to admire is the sense that Lyle rarely has to say he's sorry, 
rarely has to face the realizaticm that the actions d  his life have been counter to neither the 
dialogic presence of nature, nor his intentions toward it. This sets him distinctly apart from 
David Love and his catalogue d  exploitable, natural resource information.
Galvin, like Lopez and McPhee, preseitts his account d  a individual human experience 
with a particular place through a multifaceted narrative, tying past and present together from 
different human, and occasional non-human, perspectives. The landscape that emerges, 
does so from the tensicm between these lines of story in an attempt to bridge the g ^  created 
by the division d  the world into speaking subject and passive object In the manner that 
this approach rénoves the emphasis, and the authority, of any single, totaUzing myth, it fits 
with what Jim Cheney has lauded in Holmes Rolston’s “storied residence ”, an approach 
that emphasizes the narrative logic that creates a holistic ethic from accumulated accounts of 
human history within a given ecdogical niche (Cheney 125). We derive meaning from this 
experience n d  solely frcxn Galvin’s perspective of Lyle, but also from other local stories of 
participation within this landscape. Galvin’s competing/cdiuding narratives create a
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community voices, of lines of discourse, which relate the interdependent nature the 
local landscape.
Cheney emkaces the laymng of ecological and historical perspectives as a means to e sc î^  
the totalizing and essentializing sweq> of modernist epistemology. He equates the 
poststructural enthusiasm for de-centered authority with a recommoided, and attainable, 
enviraunentalist strategy. ‘The narrative style required for situating ourselves without 
making essentializing or totalizing moves is an elaboration of relations which fwegoes the 
(xAerence, continuity, and consistency insisted upcm by tf^izing  discourse” (126). One 
of the difficulties with this position is that Choiey attempts to maintain a ccAerent, 
continuous, and consistent relationship to gec%ra|*y and ecology while at the same time 
dismissing the source of these attributes. Indeed, as Mark Smith has oitiqued, Cheney 
actually substitutes erne totalizing discourse for another, and fails to recognize that the 
forms of discourse which he applauds share the abstracting, and thus totalizing, tendencies 
of all language systems (8-9). The ^^preciaWy unrestrained relativism which forms 
Cheney’s contextual discourse model ultimately seems ineffective because it falls upon the 
misguided ccmceptions which he opposes, perhaps collapsing into its own chaotic 
resonances.
The kind of bicnegionalism we pa^htqx see in Lopez and Galvin makes certain concessions 
from a poststructural or postmodern point o f view. It refuses to be trapped into impotence 
by the necessity of giving authority to any number of competing narratives, by the anti- 
modernist rejection of the possibility of being right or wrcmg. Their point is that yes, there 
is a better way cf being in a place, and that this way must include many voices, and will 
differ to some extent from place to place. However, a necessary part of any attempt to 
revise our epstemology of nature mandates that one stance be abandoned in favor cf a
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prefOTBd, more ccnrect ecological relationship. The terms of this ctmectness have shifted 
dramatically from reflecting success acccwding to terms established by rules c f human 
philosc^es to successful apprdiensitm and employment of rules estaWished through a 
partidpatory ecdogical relationship. A more modest understanding of postmodernism’s 
relativist perspective might strive to create a sense of an inclusive landscape without 
redudng the (xxnbination of narrative perspectives to culturally transcendent abstiactirms. 
Such a perspective would include the similarities and divergence between different cultural 
accounts of a given place without attempting to resolve these differences, a feat only 
historically accomplished through the subjugaticm of one perspective by another. Instead, 
“(m)cxal values in diffoent communities might converge because c^ similarities in 
geography, taology, cultural practices, (xoblematics, histories, or any combinaticm of these 
Cf other aspects of jdace” (Smith 15).
In this convergence between ccanmunities, the lines of narrative cross to create a mutually 
respondve ddinition of place. Individual presence and affinity with a given fAace can be 
applauded, evm highlighted as our literature examines the troubled tinges of diis 
mythology. But the success of these various unique perspectives is measured cmly by the 
degree to which they contribute to a communal sense of landscrqse. Within the confines of 
our communities, and along the boundaries our lives fcrnn with other cultures', 
perspectives, and existences, our language forms the basis for the ccmstruction the
extaisive, surrounding landscape. Historically, this linguistic process has meant the 
exclusive imposition of Euro-american raticxialist values, which limited the external world, 
and often its indigenous inhabitants, through judgments based on use-value. Certainly this 
methodology remains at work today, with cost-benefit analyses determining the propriety 
of environmental protections. As the critical urgency in the examination of our cultural 
relationship to nature grows, the inherent frailties in traditional envircxunentalism prevent
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us from moving beyond the current, polarized discussion. The energies of postmodernism 
argue against an exchange of authoritative stances, insisting instead on an opened exchange 
of discourses which reduce the rigidity of modernism’s epistemological authority.
By ad (^ n g  similar lines, to significantly different ends, Wœegionalism and its literature 
may undermine the established debate by offaing an inclusive, participatory perception of 
the surrounding world. Insofar as environmentalism up until now has frequently replicated 
the system it seeks to oppose, postmodernist critiques offer ways in which we may 
understand the logical difficulties which beset the présentation o( enviromnental values in 
this debate. Challenges to our established notions of essential, intrinsic value in nature 
uiKX>ver space for a more inclusive approach to its elements, erne which does not rely on 
imposed limitations of either material or emotional use-value. The continuing process of 
defining a bioregicmalist epistemdogy, while troubled by its own inconsistencies and 
restrictions, may offer a thcxough revision to this mono-logic cemception of the external 
world. In a culture that has “lost the nostalgia for the lost narratives’’ to the allure of 
technologized power, bioregicmalism’s attempt to revitalize the role of narrative offers a 
way to construct local authority at odds with the vacuum of metropolitan life. Crafting a 
sense of locality, an importance of place must come to terms with issues of isolationism 
and elitism in order to offer a viaMe vision of sustainable culture in the west. Perhaps, 
given an ecological ethic based on place, and on narratives which include the landscape 
within our own understanding of human identity, a broader definition of self interest may 
assume prominence in our percepticms of other communities, and of nature.
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Endnotes
1. Tzvetan Todorov’s fine book The Ccwouest (rf America outlines the history of this mode 
of perception as it dates from the arrival of a considerable European presence to the 
Americas. Scanning with the case of Christopher Columbus, Todorov argues that the 
Spanish conquistadores interpreted not so much what they saw as what the had decided to 
see, and that these things were precisely the physical features of the lands and inhabitants 
which served the ends of enslavement, colonization, and expropriaticxi d* wealth.
2. Much this follows <m the heels of Bill Bevis’ recent work, especially his formulations 
of liquidity in Euro-american culture and its divergence from the social mentality needed to 
fully, even etxnforlably, articulate a sense of place. The cross cultural divergences in 
attitiKles towards nature can be significantly attributed to the empdiasis on individuality and 
absdiute freedom that accompanies modon American attitudes towards private property, 
capital, and dmnocracy. As te  has recently questioned, one wonders wtether these 
attitudes are at all commensurate with a reformulated landscape of inter relatedness.
3. Snyder’s retelling of ‘The Woman Who Married the Bear” is published in Pracricecf 
the Wild. It is based on one of several versions of tins narrative ccdiected by Canadian 
ethnogra|Aer Catherine McClellan. He infuses the Ta^sh original with his own 
descripticMis of Yukc» ecology, offering a reasonable attempt at contextual setting for the 
story. However, he omits from his discussicm the primary socially constructing meaning 
the narrative has within Tagish and Inland Tlin^t cultures, that d* the relationship between 
clans and dan-members, specifically brothers-in-law.
4. A convindng discussion of linguistic play in the creation of landscapes, especially in the 
work of Aldo Lropold, was presented at the 1st annual AISLE convention, June 6,1995 
by William Stott of the University of North Cardina, Chapel Hill.
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